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Abstract approved

The purpose of this study was to statistically evaluate one kind

of new elernentary science curriculurn rnaterials. The rnaterials;

(1) are written at five reading levels to partially rneet the reading

ability spread found in the interrnediate grades, (2) provide ways to

stirnulate class discussion, and (3) provide three levels of sophisti-

cation for student experirnentation on both an individual and a class

basis. The significance of each of these parts was evaluated by an

analysis of variance.

Population

The rnaterials were used with 29 fifth grade classes in three

school districts within a radius of 60 rniles of Portland. The classes

were divided into six different treatrnent groups which were

Redacted for Privacy



distributed among the schools.

Treatment Groups

The six treatment groups were cornposed as follows:

Treatment l. Students read only the rniddle (C) level of the five

reading 1evels provided in a full set of the materials. They discussed

the materlals and also carried out the experiments provided with the

(C) leve1 materials.

Treatrnent 2. Students read, according to abilityr at three

levels; A (the lowest), C (average) and E (the highest). Students dis-

cussed the materials and worked the experiments provided with these

three reading levels.

Treatrnent 3. Students read, according to ability, the ma=

terials at five reading levelsl A, B, C, D, E. They discussed the

rnaterials and worked the experiments provided in the full set of ma-

te rials.

Treatrnent 4. Students used the materials as in Treatment 3

except they did not discuss any of the rnaterials with their teacher or

clas smates.

Treatment 5. Students used the materials as in Treatment 3

except they did not work any of the experirnents.

Treatment 6. Students did not use any of the materials.



Null Hypotheses Tested

There are no greater differences in achievement on criterion

test items about atmosphere, among classes of fifth grade students

who: (1) study materials written at one, three or five reading leve1s,

(2) do, or do not interact in classroom d.iscussion, or (3) do, or do

not perform both individual and group science experiments, than

would be expected to result from the vagaries of random sampling

frorn a single, normally distributed, infinite population.

Results

I. There were no significant differences on achievement gain

scores among the first three treatment groups.

Z. There were no significant differences on achievernent gain

scores arnong any of the first three treatment groups and treatment

group four.

3. There was a significant difference on achievement gain

scores between treatrnent group five and any of the other treatment

grouPs.

Conclusions

Based on the results of this

l. There are no advantages

investigation it can be stated that:

in achievement for students who



respectively read these materials written at their reading ability Ieve1.

Z. There are no achievement advantages to students who dis-

cuss these materials with other rnembers of their class.

3. There are significant achievernent advantages to students

who work the science experiments provided in these materials.

The results indicate to the researcher that science experiments

which involve active participation on the part of the learner provide

significant advantage to hirn and that they might well be made the cen-

tral part of elementary science curriculurn materials. Although the

provisions for reading ability leve1s and class discussion did not show

significant influence on achievement, further investigation needs to be

carried out to evaluate their effectiveness on other objectives; (t)

arousing curiosity in science, (Z) stimulating creativeness, and (3)

developing skills of inquiry.
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EVALUATION OF MULTI-LEVEL READING MATERIALS,
INTRA-CLASS DISCUSSION TECHNIQUES AND STUDENT

EXPERIMENTATIONS ON ACHIEVEMENT IN
FIFTH GRADE ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

INTRODUCTION

The trend in science education for the public schools today i.s

away frorn subject matter as the main goal and toward the development

of curiosity, positive attitudes, creativeness and skills of inquiry

which contribute to the understandings of conceptual schemes in sci-

ence. This should not be interpreted to rnean that science teachers

are no longer interested in their students learning subject matter.

Quite to the contrary, it means that science ed.ucators believe that

students whose curiosity for science has been stimulated and whose

skills of inquiry have been sharpened by active participation in investi-

gations will gain equally as much in subject matter achievement and

imrneasurably more in the areas of positive attitudes and creativeness.

The major efforts in science curriculurn preparation tod.ay are

directed toward giving students experiences in real investigations

through which they learn relationships, patterns and conceptual

schemes which bind the disciptines of science into one. This is far

different frorn simply memorizing and verifying the work of others.

science educators have realized for some time that the major

objectives of science education are two-fold: (l)to produce a srnall
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population of men and women with enthusiasm, skills and ideas who

will spend their lives in the field of science; and (Zl to produce a large

population of men and women who are scientifically literate and who

exhibit the behaviors of sympathy and empathy for the scientific enter-

prise. The former become our professional scientists, the latter be-

corne the layrnen (and everyone is a layrnan outside his own specialty)

who must use and help support the scientific enterprise by their

rnonies and their legislative directives via the ballot.

Both of these populations can be developed by similar methods,

but not rrout of the sarne book. I' This simply means that nearly all

people are subject to the same laws of learning, but that every indi-

vidual reacts differently to them, and we must accomrrrodate for these

differences within the framework of the laws of learning.

No one has rea1ly been able to conceive a better ratio than that

of one teacher to one pupil in rneeting individual differences, but even

that does not guarantee pupil needs will be met. Realistically, in

these days of teacher shortage and rnore and rnore young people to be

educated, it is folly to yearn for the teacher and the student on oppo-

site ends of the 1og. Neither does it mean that students must be

lumped into groups of hundreds where the pace and lirnits and proce-

dures are set at the same level for all. Individual differences can be

rnet by the production of materials that are rnotivational, variable,

flexible and incomplete.



The term motivational probably is well understood; materials

rnust stimulate the student to make good use of thern.

that the materials do not have to be organized in such

Variable rneans

fashion that

every student has access to identical rnaterials. Some should be at

different reading and concept levels. Flexible means that they do not

have to be used in the sarre rrlanner by each individual. Some students

rnay finish with a topic in one day whereas another stud.ent rnay work

on the topic for a week. The last, incornplete, may be the most nebu-

lous and yet the most important. It simply means materials cannot

be a recording of information. It is far better that they have only a

few answers for reinforcement, but many more unanswered challeng-

ing situations, therefore, incomplete. one attribute of a good teacher

rnay be that he can point out what is not known in a subject matter

area, rather than to be able to recite what is known. Good curricu-

lurn rnaterials should have the same potential.

Learning to use instructional materials like these is difficult but

teachers can learn the techniques necessary to work with students as

individuals or in srnall groups, each 1earning in his own way if the

rnaterials suitable to the student are available. Teachers know about

individual differences in students and they can usually identify their

needs, but they do not have access to the rnaterials necessary to meet

these needs. consequently, teachers must form 1arge, economical

groups of students and set the limits of student behavior compatible
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with the conforrnity necessary to present a lesson ftout of the sarrre

book. " This technique has becorrre so comrlonplace that most people

sirnply accept it.

In order for teachers to do anything different the necessary cur-

riculurn rnaterials must be produced. As our school populations in-

crease a greater variability within the population accompanies it.

Stil1 our ernphasis seerns to be greater production of the same kinds

of inadequate materials to be used in the sarr)e inadequate adrninistra-

tive units. The solution does not lie only in providing still more school

rooms and teachers, but in the development of the concept that stu-

dents can largely be self-learners when they are provided with the

proPer kinds of materials, and are reinforced by success, the contri-

butions of their peers and indirect consultation by teachers.

We do not know just what it is that sparks creativity but in con-

sideration of the rernarks of rnany of our creative people toward their

school experience the factor rnay not have been the kind of school ex-

periences they received. of course, there may be a negative kind of

correlation, but the point is, we must think rnore broadly concerning

curriculurn materials production. It is not enough to design one kind

of material and consider it good for everybody. rt may be good for

sorne, but this does not guarantee that it will be at all good for others.

one of the greatest sturnbling blocks in the preparation of ma-

terials which try to meet the criteria listed above is that of proper
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eva luation. We have not developed reliable instruments by which to

rrreasure adequately the objectives of curiosity, positive attitud.es,

creativity and skills of investigation. We have not been able to show

evidence. The reliability of consistently prod.ucing these behaviors

in students is still a rrseat of the pantsr operation. In spite of this,

many educators are taking the tead in the production of curriculum

materials which try to accomplish these larger oblectives.

The efforts began at the secondary level through efforts of the

Physical Science Study Committee, the Biological Science Study Corn-

mittee, the chern study committee and the chemical Bond Approach

Comrnittee. Very recently there have been a couple of efforts to inte-

grate physics and chemistry. At the elernentary level there have been

the Princeton Studies, the Illinois Program, the Arnerican Association

for the Advancement of science prograrn and many others. The above

mentioned have aI1 been subsidized by Federal funds. All are oriented

away from subject matter 'rcoverage, and toward the objectives aI-

ready listed. They attempt to help students discover the structure in

science through active participation in investigations, n)any of which

do not have known answers. Most of their laboratory investigations

are designed for small groups. However, the instructional techniques

in nearly all of them still cling somewhat to the groirp presentation

rnethod.

Evaluation of these programs has been difficult because the only
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kind of reliable evaluation that has been developed is for subject mat-

ter achievernent and this is not the principal objective of these new

materials. Nevertheless, subject matter achievement evaluation has

been carried out on thern and in rnost cases they have been found to

equal the more conventional subject matter oriented materials.

Sirnilar limitations present thernselves in carrying out this eval-

uation of a new kind of material (page t ) developed for science in the

elementary school. The authors of the materials under study have

atternpted the complex task of supplying what they terrn "mu1ti-levelr'

materials. Basically this means (1) to provide the learner with ma-

terials prepared at his reading level; and more generally (2) to in-

volve him in class discussion about both the things he has read and the

things which his classrnates have read; (3) to provide hirn with experi-

ences in both individual and group experimentation; and (4) to encour-

age hirn to evaluate his own progress. More broadly it is defined in

these terms; to provide materials for a learning situation where each

student may start where he is and rnove ahead as fast and as far as

his learning rate and capacity will let him. The objectives of 'rrnulti-

levelrr rnaterials are to arouse curiosity in students, to stimulate

creativeness, and to provide for the acquisition of the skills of in-

quiry and the knowledge of science. Since it is not possible to rnea-

sure all these objectives reliably, this researcher has evaluated the

rnaterials from the standpoint of achievernent or knowledge of science.



The rationale was that if it can be shown that the design of the ma-

terials effect a significant difference in achievernent gain, then pro-

ducers of these and other materials like thern can be encouraged to

continue trying to perfect their productions.

other objectives of the authors may be better measured after

they have produced enough rnaterials to influence student behavior

over a longer period of tirne.

Staternent of the Problem

The purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness, in

terms of achievement, of three basic and unique aspects in prepara-

tion of one kind of science rnaterials for the elernentary school: (1)

presentation of materials written at five reading levels; (2) stimula-

tion of class discussion through lead gueptions in a unique Teacherts

Instructional Aid Booklet; and (3) the contribution of active student in-

volvernent in both individual and group science experimentation. Ef-

fectiveness of these three was deterrnined through a statistical com-

parison of student pretest and post test gain scores on a criterion test

designed specifically for these materials (Appendix I).

It is irnportant to note that the study is designed to get results

which reflect the rnanner in which rnost teachers willuse the materials,

i. e. , with only a rninimum of in-service instruction. Theoretically it

would have been possible to control the experience Ievel and the
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science training background of the teachers, the amount of tirne spent

and the ability leve1s of the students. However, it was the objective

of the research to get results which show the more typical situation

represented when a school district purchases rnaterials for its teach-

ers and expects thern to use the rnaterials without special training and

with heterogeneous groups of students. The researcher chose the real

situation in order to better evaluate the materials as they will actually

be used.

As surnptions

The following assumptions were made in carrying out the study:

1. Ma.terials are written at reading grade 1eveIs described.

Z. Elementary teachers, with lirnited science backgrounds, can

handle the cornplex rnaterials in the rnanner recorr)mended

by the authors.

3. Classroom teachers followed prescribed instructions.

The Following Null Hypotheses 'Were Identified and Tested

1. There are no greater differences in achievement on criterion

test iterns about atrnosphere, arnong classes of fifth grade students

who study rnaterials written at one, three or five reading levels, than

would be expected to result frorn the vagaries of random sampling

frorn a single, norrnally distributed, infinite population.
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Z. There are no greater differences in achievernent on criterion

test iterns about atrnosphere, among classes of fifth grade students

who do, or do not interact in classroom discussion stirnulated by

Ieading questions taken from materials written at different reading

levels and provided for the teacher in a I'discussion aidrrbooklet, than

would be expected to result from the vagaries of randorn sampling

frorn a single, norrnally distributed, infinite population.

3. There are no greater differences in achievement on criterion

test iterns about atrnosphere, arr)ong classes of fifth grade students

who do, or do not perforrn both individual and group science experi-

rnents, than would be expected to result from the vagaries of randorn

sarnpling from a single, normally distributed, infinite population.

Organization of the Materials

The rnaterials, E"ltlr'q at*""ptSf. !e!gl , published by

Science Research Associates are quite unique frorn the rrone textbookrl

concept of instructional rnaterials.

They are designed prirnarily to rneet individual reading needs so

that a well organized teacher can allow students to move through the

materials at their own rates. The materials are arranged around

five central rrbig ideasrr about atrnosphere. Each rrbig ideail is dis-

cussed at five different reading levels. Even the activities are at

three to five different Ievels of sophistication. There are activities
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ATMOSPHERE
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Figure 1. Schematlc orgar.izati-on of 'T,earnings in Science" Laboratory
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which call for interaction with classmates, but a student could use

the materials without teacher assistance.

The following description of materials used in the study can best

be understood by referring to Figure 1 on the previous page.

Laboratory Contents

One-IeveI Picture Chart. Teachers are encouraged to use this

24 inch x 30 inch chart to promote thinking about this area of atmos-

phere. It has five large drawings, one for each of the five basic con-

cepts (calIed 'rbig ideas") about atmosphere. It is designed to moti-

vate students to want to learn about the concepts.

Student Record Book. Each student received a record book

which has three principal parts: (1)A one-reading-leve1 article which

is read by the teacher as a model of the articles which the students

will read. Its purpose is to instruct about how to use the information.

(2) Several pages on which students record their answers to questions,

write out their experirnent predictions, list materials for the experi-

ments and then their responses to the results of the experiments.

(3) A chart on an instructional page shows them how to figure the per-

centage right which they make on questions which test comprehension

on the reading selections. There is also a graph on to which they plot

their percentage scores and can keep a cornplete record of their
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progress while working with the laboratory rnaterials.

Research Booklets. These are reading selections. Five con-

cepts about atmosphere were identified and ten writers contributed

selections about the concepts. Rather than write a single selection

(or chapter) about each "big idearr designed for children of average

reading ability in a class, five research booklets for each 'tbig ideatt

were written. Each research booklet was prepared for a different

reading level which ranged from grade three to grade eight. Each of

the five research booklets, for each 'rbig idea, r'was not the sarne

article with the reading level sirnply adjusted to a different reading

difficulty. Instead, each of the five research booklets for a 'rbig ideail

was written by a different author who presented the rrbig idearrfrom

a unique point of view. This is important because it means that the

different research booklets have some content which is cornrnon, or

similar to that of the other four (for any "big idea") and sorne content

which is unique, or different from the others. The authors did not try

to cover the whole I'big idearrin each research booklet. Class dis-

cussion and experirnentation was intended to supplement individual

reading selections in such ways that the total experi.ence for the class

would contain most elements of any t'big idea. " The authors desig-

nate this otganization as the rrrnulti-levelil approach and through its

use any student can start where he is and move as quickly and as far
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as he is ab1e. The following shows the five reading grade-1evel or-

ganizations of the research booklets and the nurnber of words used.

Table l. Reading and 'W'ork Level Organization for Learnings in
Science Research Booklets

Research booklet
reading level

Reading ability
g rade-equivalent Number of words

A
B
C
D
E

3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8

325-425
47 5-525
650-750
850-950

r050-1150

The reading difficulty of the lowest level (A) was figured accord-

ing to the Spache formula (17, p. 116). The other four levels were de-

terrnined by counting the nurnber of sentences and the nurnber of syl1a-

bles in each one-hundred words. To determine the reading level,

these counts were cornpared on a rrreading-ease calculator" published

by Science Research Associates.

At the conclusion of each reading selection in a research booklet,

the student is asked to respond to two sets of rnultiple choice questions

The first set asks hirn to recall accurately what he has read and the

second asks him to use what he has learned in new situations.

The last part of the research booklet calls for two kinds of ex-

periments. (1) A home activity designed to be an individual experi-

ence but which may require the assistance of a helper who is
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recommended to be a member of the studehtrs family. (2) A,class ex-

periment which is designed to be a smal1 group experience and. which

calls for mutual cooperation. Experiences in both situations are de-

scribed by the authors as tropen-ended'r experiments, i. e., an experi-

ment whose answer rnay not be known and one which the student may

enlarge upon as much as he wishes.

SeIf-evaluation. One of the uniquenesses of the materials is the

provision for self-evaluation. The laboratory contains 15 'rkey cardsrr

which have the correct answers to the objective guestions which follow

each reading selection. There are also 20 'rkey rnodel bookletsrl

which contain discussions about the predictions and the results of the

experimentation. Students are instructed to use these to score and

evaluate their own work on each of the "big ideas. r' A record of this

evaluation is kept in the student record book described above.

Teacherrs Handbook. This contains instructions to the teacher

about the organization of the laboratory and how to use the rnaterials.

It also has a discussion about the general organizational philosophy of

the materials and what they will do for students if used properly.

Teacherrs Instructional Aid Book1et. Its prirnary purpose is to

help teachers direct class discussion. It contains several questions

which the teacher can ask to stimulate class discussion. sorne of
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them are aimed at the uniquenesses of specific reading levels, A

question may be asked about which only students who read at level B

had an opportunity to read. Other questions rnay ask about the unique-

nesses of other reading levels. It is the intention of the authors that

this technique will bring about two desirable ends. (l) Slow readers,

who usually forfeit participation in class discussion to rnernbers of the

class who are better readers, will be brought into the discussion ses-

sions because only they rnay be able to answer questions about the

uniquenesses of their own reading selections. (Z) Gaps in materials

at any one level will be fil1ed in and ideas stimulated by the discussion

of the uniquenesses will bring about a corrrmon understanding of prin-

ciples or concepts.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Experirnental evidence similar to this study is virtually non-

existent--but there are many authoritative statements which support

the theory of the development of the materials.

Need for Graded Reading Materials

There are many references expressing a need for the recogni-

tion of the wide reading abilities among students in any one classroom.

There is need for a variety of materials to rneet the reading differ-

ences.

Since an individualrs achievernent rnay be affected by a
wide variety of conditions, one may expect variability
in reading scores on any level of intelligence. The
scatter in reading scores of a given chronological and
mental age is wide, often extending over the whole
range of the reading test (18, p. Z7).

Recognition that there are individual differences in
reading abilities and interests in every grade has given
irnpetus to the individualization of reading instruction.
The third grade, in rnany schools, contains nonreaders
as well as pupils who can read books of seventh grade
difficulty. This range of differences widens as the children
advance through the grades (18, p. 40).

An experiment in the Chicago schools for homogeneous grouping

for reading instruction found that they had to make nine different

reading groups with grade equivalent reading abilities frorn L.7 to

7.0 in grades six, seven and eight (2, p. L35-L39).
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Sixth grade classes in a school in Bellingharn, lVashington were

given the Gates Reading Survey. It was found that only six of a partic-

ular group of. Z7 students were reading at the sixth grade level. The

other scores were spread out fairly evenly from 2,8 to 8.8 (9, p. 113).

This kind of evidence would make it seern desirable to have an

abundance of grade-Ieve1 reading rnaterials in all areas of the curric-

ulum to meet the needs of the individual reading differences in students.

Urith such variations as these to be found in the average
classroom, it is of course unwise and unfair to dernand
the sarne results within a given length of tirne frorn all
the pupils of the group. The relative sirnplicity, how,
ever, of giving a single assignment to an entire class,
the apparent econornic and adrninistrative necessity of
maintaining fairly large classes for each teacher, the
reluctance of rnany teachers to experiment with innova-
tions which seern to require rnore extended planning, and
the seductively business-like precision which seerns to
pervade a sharply graded school system, have aII com-
bined to preserve the delusion that all pupils in a given
grade are capable of uniform achievement, with the rnore
vicious fallacy that the teacher is irnpartially trtreating
thern all alikerrby demanding the sarne daily tasks of all.
As a matter of fact, a uniforrn requirernent rneans only
half-work for part of the class, and impossible effort for
another part. Thus the teacher who tries to strike a
fair average in the assignrnent is really unfair to the
brighter pupils by depriving them of any challenge to
capacity effort, and equally unfair to the slow pupils by
depriving them of any opportunity for genuine rnastery,
and corresponding educational growth. Sorne teachers,
realizing the plight of the latter groupr direct their
rnain teaching efforts at the slow pupils, and justify
their course by declaring that the "bright ones will
learn anyhow. 'r Others, with equal logic but less com-
passion, allow the stronger pupils to absorb the chief
attention and set the pace, on the theory that those who
cannot rneet such a standard should drop back into a
grade where they can do the work. In reality none of
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these three plans is fair or democratic, in the sense of
granting to all pupils equal opportunities for the best
educational progress of which they are individually
capable (20, p. 35I-352l..

A number of authorities have pointed out the desirability of hav-

ing a diversity of rnaterials in the teaching of science which meet both

interest and reading ability 1evels. It is rnuch rnore cornrnon for

teachers in the elementary school to have a diversity of rnaterials for

instruction in reading than to have them in other areas of the curric-

ulum.

Not enough has yet been done to provide in our classroorls
the variety of science reading rnaterials that we need in
order to meet the wide range of science interests among
children and also to stretch the abilities of the better
readers while rneeting the needs of those children with
Iess reading skill. If we recognize that very often our
groups have a spread of as rnuch as four grades in reading
achievernent, and that the better teaching of reading will
increase rather than decrease this spread, we should see
that it is necessary to have a variety of reading materials
in science available to every classroorn (12, p. 331.

One of the major obstacles to the developrnent of science cur-

riculurn rnaterials at different reading levels is the financial obliga-

tion involved. It is not just a little financial venture to launch a pro-

grarrr of providing rnaterials for individual differences. In sorne re-

spects it rnay even be considered a missionary effort because it ac-

tually cuts down the volurne of rnass production sales on the part of

textbook publishers.

Many persons have suggested that three levels of the
sar)e textbook should be prepared for every course.
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( l. The slow and retarded learner, Z. the average stu-
dent, and 3. the superior student. ) Thus the same basic
areas would be covered, but the level of presentation and
understanding would be differentiated for the students. In
theoryr this is a fine p1an. But publication of a single
textbook now involves an investrnent of $75, 000 or more
(10, p. 151).

The lack of curriculurn rnaterials at reading leve1 has cornpli-

cated the teacherrs task in classroorn instruction. Teachers develop

files of materials on their own, butthis requires several years and it

is difficult to keep the selections up-to-date.

Teachers of rernedial reading, teachers of retarded
students and, in general, classroor) teachers confronted
with the problem of teaching a group of students having
widely divergent reading levels frorn a single text which
proves I'too hard" for those at the lower levels often ask
the question, "But where can I find the materials which
will aid rne in teaching each student at his own level? rl

The short annotated list of books, periodicals and bulle-
tins containing lists of controlled vocabularies--the
highest interest reading rnaterials is offered as a partial
answer to this oft-repeated question (15, p. 400).

Upon closer exarnination we find Schutte suggests eight books,

three bulletins and four periodicals. Out of these 15, 14 of. thern are

directly related to the slow or handicapped reader. 'What is being

done for the good reader who is bored with listening to others ? The

one who wants to go ahead? Of. course, there are rnaterials lists for

hirn too, but still the problem of the teacher having to seek thern out

is present.

One of the rnost thought-provoking staternents concerning the

diversity of rnaterials needed in the schools is the following:
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Grading Children. The graded systern was advocated
because pupils in the sarrle grade could have the sarne
class books. It is the writerrs observation that rnany
learning disabilities in the schools of today are caused
by this idea of providing every child--regardless of his
capacity or achievement--in a given grade with the sarne
basal textbook. This type of regirnentation undoubtedly
contributes substantially to retardation in reading and
to the perpetuation of individual reading difficulties.
Furthermore, it is apparent that the correction of this
particular situation on the basis of preventive rneasures
is not likely to take place until every teacher becornes
a student of individual differences in relation to reading
activities (3, p. l7).

It will certainly be stirnulating to teachers to have available rna-

terials whose philosophy it is to rneet individual differences. It should

cause thern to be even rrrore cognizant of the facts of indivi.dual dif-

ferences since the rnaterials will dernand that they be used properly.

The practice of using the sarne rnaterials in quantities large enough

that each child has the sarne rnaterials has caused teachers to become

sornewhat calloused toward individual differences--at least in an ad-

rninistrative sens e.

In the final analysis, differentiation of instruction must
be made in the classroorn by a well-prepared teacher
concerned primarily with the developmental needs of in-
dividuals. Many signs point to the beginning of a quali-
tative era, which undoubtedly will result in a reorgani-
zation of the elernentary school to meet pupil needs (3,
p. zL).

The fact of individual differences argues for pluralism
and for an enlightened opportunisrn in the rnaterials and
rnethods of instruction. Early in this paper it was at-
tested, rather off-handedly, that no single ideal sequence
exists for any group of children. The conclusion is to be
drawn frorn that assertion is not that it is irnpossible to
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put together a curriculum that would satisfy a group of
children or a cross-section of children. Rather, it is
that if a curriculum is to be effective in the classroom
it rnust contain different ways of activating children,
different ways of presenting sequences, different op-
portunities for sorre children to "skip" parts while
others work their way through, different ways of putting
things. A curriculurn, in short, rnust contain many
tracks leading to the sarne general goal (4, p. 334l,.

The reading problern is generally recognized and teachers of

reading are attacking on all fronts to raise the general level of read-

ing ability. This is rnost helpful--but few have recognized that rnuch

help and encouragernent could be given slow readers by presenting

reading materials at reading level in all areas of the curriculum--not

just when reading is being taught.

-Evidence of the effect of reading prograrns upon scho-
lastic irnprovernent is scanty. There have been relatively
few research reports on this question. Of these, only one
study using control groups reported significant gains in
acadernic grades for students in the reading classes.
Perhaps this lack of evidence of the effectiveness of
reading courses rrray be attributed to (1) the fact that sorne
of the students who are enrolled in such classes do not
take thern very seriously, and (2) the fact that nrany
courses of this type do not offer sufficient instruction
and practice in reading rnethods suitable to each sub-
ject (18, p. Z8).

The Philadelphia Reading Program ernphasis on helping slow

readers is only a single example of the many such prograrns which

are being carried out over the country.

As the program developed, the reading teachers spent
rrlore and more of their tirne helping the teachers of
regular classes to irnprove the reading instruction in
all subjects. In accord with the developrnental concept
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of reading, several senior high schools have introduced
courses in advanced reading and study skills for college
preparatory students and courses in developrnental read-
ing for all students, in addition to the already existing
courses in remedial work for retarded readers. At least
three senior high schools have organized in-service
training prograrns involving all the rnernbers of the pro-
fessional staff, including counselors, librarians, and
department heads. These prograrns have the triple pur-
pose of (l) irnproving reading skil1s by rneans of instruc-
tion in the various content areas, (2) irnproving achieve-
rnent in the content areas by means of instruction in ap-
propriate reading and study skills, and (3) irnproving
general school adjustrnent by helping students experience
the satisfactions that accornpany greater scholastic suc-
ces s. Bibliographies and study guides for the profes sional
staff have been prepared and distributed, special faculty
meetings have been planned, and expert consultant service
has been secured (18, p. 36).

This brief description of an evolving reading program
illustrates three irnportant trends: toward continuity
in reading instruction frorn kindergarten to college;
toward integration of reading instruction with the teaching
of every subject; and toward development of a cornpre-
hensive, whole-school program which serves the needs
of students representing a wide range of reading potential
and proficiency. This program also accents the irnpor-
tance of providing for the continuous growth of teachers,
administrator s, couns elor s, librarians, and the reading
specialists therns elves . ( 18, p. 37).

Many evolving reading prograrns consist of grading pupils into

more-or-less hornogeneous reading groups and challenging each group

according to its ability. This is fine--that there is ernphasis on read-

However, whating ability during a Z0 or so rninute reading period.

about the rnany rnore rninutes in the school day when the learner rnust

face constantly reinforced nonachievement in his other class subjects

because his reading ability has not been taken into account? It is
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recognized that the fundamental problem of different reading ability

levels should be constantly attacked by special reading sessions. But

arenrt these special sessions usually supplied with materials that

students can handle at their particular reading level? why then,

should we not dernand that other curriculum rnaterials be written at

reading level? Shall we let children 1ive with the vague notion that

they learn to read only in reading class ?

Most of the reports on this rnethod (Joplin plan) have
consisted, to date, of unevaluated descriptions. Con-
vInc1 rirnental evidence of the effectiven""JE
individualized reading is lacking. Jact so, corrrparedre raer\rrtE. J @UADVll VVlllt

eading with a io.r.r.rr-
tional reading prograrn that used basic and study-type
readers in grades 3, 4, 5 and 5. One experirnental
group used the individualized procedure for 40 percent
of the total three hundred rninutes of read.ing tirne,
another, for 70 percent. The results were inconclu-
sive. Kaar, working with third grade children, found
that the individualized approach did not produce better
results on standardized reading tests than did the more
usual combination of group instruction plus sorne indi-
vidual help. However, the teachers were enthusiastic
about the individualized procedure and believed that the
children read more books and wasted less time than
with previous group methods. Jenkins reported more
favorable results for the individualized reading group--
an average growth in vocabulary of l.96.years as cornpared
with 1. 09 years for the control group. The averages
in total reading gains were l.l4 years for the control
group and l.4l f.or the individualized reading group (I8, p. 4Zl.

other studies favorable to this type of prograrn are those
by Bernard and by Hart. Bohnhorst concluded that group
instruction with basal readers and individualized instruc-
tion with self-selection may vary in effectiveness with
pupils of different reading abilities. Teachers were also
found to differ in their judgrnents regarding the relative
effectiveness of the two kinds of prograrns. Enthusiastic
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support of I'self-selection' in reading is given in Bulletin
No. 29 of. the Association for Childhood Education. Arti_
cles are written from the standpoint of the reading con-
sultant, the principal and the teacher. parentsr responses
to this approach are reported as very favorable. Many
values are suggested. The individualized procedure de-
scribed here should not be confused with free recreational
reading. Ski}ls are taught as needed and group experi_
ences are included (18, p. 4Z).

Since reading is involved in every subject, it is inevi_
tably part of every teacherrs work. yet many teachers I
ask questions such as: How can I incorporate the teaching
of reading into my biology (or other subject) classes ?
should I neglect the teaching of biology for the teaching
of reading? what can a teacher do in a classroo.,) where
students of widely varied ability have to use the same
textbook, which is too difficult for many of ther.rTTr_
less teachers rnake reading instruction an intrinsic part
of their teaching, students are likely to waste their study
tirr,e. w'hen this happens, the teachers become frustrated;
they feel students cannot read (1g, p. 7g).

Another facet, not under study in this evaluation, but certainly

worthy of rnention, is a need which is at least partially met by the use

of diverse science materials. That is the need of rrpure enjoyrnentil

of reading. I'But science makes another contribution to reading that

too few teachers have recognized, and that is rpure enjoyment.',,(5,

p. rz8l. This rernark should be coupled with the reports by Kingsley

(9, p. 113- 118) concerning an experirnent in individualized reading.

It was carried out in Bellingharn, washington in a sixth grade where it

was discovered that only six of a particular group of. z7 were reading

at sixth grade Ievel. The other scores were spread out fairly evenly

from 2.8 to 8.8. The reading ernphasis was based on the philosophy
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that if children enjoy reading, they will read. These students were

allowed to choose their own books rather than being assigned texts.

Each child had an individual conference with the teacher about his

book and teachers were very happy with the results.

knportance of Class Discussion

Again, the experirnental evidence investigating the value of class

interactions in science classes is lacking. Just the sarne it is recorn-

rnended by authorities.

For a thorough understanding of bodies of knowledge
discussion is an important tool. A greater depth and
degree of understanding characterizes knowledge gained
in this way (15, p. 4301.

There is another reason why discussion of a certain kind
can be a valuable means to developing an understanding of
the processes of biological science. It is that discussion
can utilize the rrenergy of wantingt, in the pursuitof edu-
cational goals (16, p. 430).

Discussion is especially appropriate as a rneans of
utilizing tlre energy of wanting because it can tap rnoti-
vating forces. It provides sornething in its initial phases
to which the energy of the student can attach. This is
true because the studentsrdesire to like and be liked can
be directed toward the teacher if the initial phase of dis-
cussion is conducted properly. In later phases of dis-
cussion this energy originally attached to the teacher as
a person, can be transferred, by appropriate discussion
techniques, to the desire to want and to practice the
qualities which the teacher as an educated person exern-
plifies (15, p. 4311,
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Need for Student Experimentation

The third feature of the materials to be tested is the result of

the approach to student involvernent in scientific experimentation. It

is believed that the best reinforcement of basic learnings and concept

formation is to be achieved by involving the student in both individual

and group science experirnentation experiences. The philosophy of

the rnaterials under study here seern to reflect the trends in science

teaching as reported in the National Society for the Study of Education,

59th Yearbook.

1. A movement away frorn teacher demonstrations and
toward pupil experirnentation and problern- solving.

Z. A trend away from the requirernent that all pupils in
a science class perforrn the same experiments in the
same period and toward the practice of using a variety
of experirnents and projects performed at the same
tirne by individuals and small groups (11, p. 2301.

The following statement surns the trends of thinking among rnany

educators today toward the value of the laboratory experiences of stu-

dents.

If a teacher agrees with these staternents, he will plan
for the laboratory phase to occur early in the teaching-
learning sequence. It will generally precede the teacher
telling, describing, or the textbook reading phase (13, p. 3I).

The philosophy of laboratory experirnentation is strengthened by

the report of a study on retention of science subject rnatter with col-

Iege students. Students were drilled on the concept of density by
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numerical problems and laboratory dernonstrations and were given

further problern solving situations. After three weeks the same stu-

dents were given numerical problems on density and they got thern

I00 percent right. After a six weeks tirne elapse, 4200 students were

still able to get 92 percent of the numerical problerns correct, but

only 17 percent of these could prove the solution in the laboratory

without help. It was discovered that 85 percent of this I7 percent had

hadhigh school laboratory experience (6, p. 103). It is easy to grasp

the significance of this even though the percentage which had had high

school laboratory experience and still were unable to prove the nu-

merical problems in the laboratory was not reported.

Betts (3, p. 46) recornrnends that the teacher has a greater part

to play than sirnply making science materials available to students.

Based on results for Z0 f.if.th and sixth grade students of high ability

who (1) observed and predicted, (Z) asked questions which could be

answered yes or no and (3) rnanipulated science concept dernonstra-

tion rnaterials, the author found significant concept developrnent only

in one of four concepts tested, action-reaction. There was none for

concepts of displacernent, inertia or depth-pressure relationships.

He states, rrthere needs to be a specific focusing of attention on the

relationships involved. "

Atkin (1, p. 45) hypothesizes similar action. rrlndeed, it does

not seern crucial to teach the children to invent concepts, because
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they can and do invent concepts readily.

rather, is to teach children to carry out

sorne intellectual discipline. rl

The educational problem,

their creative thinking with

Another study used four fifth and four sixth grades in each of
four school districts. Half of the classes in each district were taught

by one teacher in self-contained crassrooms except for rnusic, att
and physical education. The other half of the classes in each district
were taught by special teachers in science and mathematics. The ob_

ject was to determine if gain scores between the two groups were sig_

nificant' It was found there were no significant differences for mathe-

matics' There were significant differences in most situations for
science, but there were no significant preferences among children for
several teachers as opposed to only one. There were no significant
differences ar,,ong children in ability to solve new problems at the end

of their experiences in the classrooms. The special teachers had

more than twice the amount of college course preparation in sciences

as teachers in self-contained. classrooms. The significant results
could have been due to this fact rather than to the room organization
(8, p.582-583).

In a review of science textbooks currently used in elernentary

schools Piltz (14, p. 2771 states, ilAnother major lack in presently

available text series is the scarcity of suggestions for individuar in_

vestigations and discovery, r'
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The commonness of this situation is being overcome by the em-

phasis on rropen-endedrr type experirnents in many new curriculurn rna-

terials. Taba (1t, p. l9) defines an open-ended question as, trOne

which sets a focus that is perceptible to students and which permits

spontaniety and participation in the search by students of different

abilities by allowing individuals to respond in terms of their own per-

ceptions instead of pursuing the line of thought and doing it on a Ievel

established by the teacher. tl

In paraphrase, an open-ended experiment could be: One which

sets a direction that is perceptible to students and which perrnits

spontaniety and participation in its pursuit by students of different

abilities by allowing individuals to respond in terrns of their own per-

ceptions instead of pursuing the line of thought and verbal or printed

directions on a level established by a teacher or a manual.

Sumrnary

In general, writers emphasize tlne importance of students being

provided with rnaterials at their own reading ability Ievels. However,

they also point out that this may do things for the student other than

just increase his achievement. one writer indicates that the "joy of

reading" *ay be increased when students read at their appropriate

ability levels. Both discussion and experimentation are ernphasized

because of the student participation in these activities. These sarne
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reasons are tied into the phitosophy of the development of the rna-

terials under study here and the results ascertained frorn the investi-

gation are important to those who would produce science materials for

the elementary schools.
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THE STUDY

This investigation was designed to determine the significant re-

lationship between n)ean class gain scores on an achievement test,

developed by the researcher, for three basic features of the Earthrs

Atrnosphere Laboratory published by Science Research Associates.

The three evaluated features were: (1) the multi-1evel reading ap-

proach; (2) the unique technique for class discussion; and (3) the indi-

vidual and group experirnentation experiences.

It was carried out over a period of approximately six weeks, be-

ginning the last week in January L964.

Experimental Design

The experirnental design was set up to use five fifth grade class-

es in each of six different treatment groups. The conditions which set

the boundaries of the treatrnent groups are described in Table Z.

No atternpt was made to match any particular roorn with any par-

ticular treatrnent. There was, however, an attempt to scatter the

treatrnents among schools and school districts. This was done with-

out assigning the same treatrnent in any two rooms in the sarrte build-

ing, with three exceptions. Roorns zzr and zz3 were in the same

school and both used treatrnent two. Roorns Z5I and 253 were in the

sarne school and both used treatrnent five. (These exceptions occurred



Table 2. Description of Treatrnent Groups.

Nurnber of
Treatrnent Classes Syrnbol Description of treatrnent

RDx (C) AIl students read only the rniddle (c) level of the five reading
levels supplied in a norrnal laboratory. Research booklets at
reading levels A, B, D and E were rernoved from the laboratories.
The students discussed the rnaterials and carried out the experi-
ments.

RDx (A-
C -E)

Research booklets for reading levels B and D were removed. from
these laboratories. students at grade-equivalent 0. 00-4. 9 read .

level A; students at grade-equivalent 5. 0-5.9 read level c; and
students at grade-equivalent 6.0-I0.0 read level E research book-
Iets. The students discussed the materials and carried out the
experirnents.

RDX (A-E) Students ateachof the five designated grade equivalents read re-
search booklets at their appropriate leveI. The students dis-
cussed the rnaterials and carried out the experirnents.

4 Rx (A-E) students at each of the five designated grade equivalents read re-
search booklets at their appropriate leve1. The teachers were not
given the Teacherrs Instructional Aid Booklet (for discussion) and
teachers were instructed to have no class discussion of the rna-
terials. The students did carry out the experirnents.

(l)
N



Table 2. Continued.

Nurnber of
Treatrnent classes syrnbol Description of treatrnent

4 RD(A-E) Students at each of the five designated grade equivalents read re-
search booklets at their appropriate level. The students dis-
cussed the rnaterials but they did none of the recornmended experi-
ments. The part of the rnaterials with drawings and suggestions
for experirnents were rnasked so teachers and students were not
able to see thern.

5 Test- These classes never did see any of the rnaterials.
r e - tes.t

R = student reads research booklets.

D = student discusses, with his class, the "big idearraccording to the Teacherts Instructional Aid
Booklet.

X = student carries out both the horne activity and the classroom experirnent.

A, B, C, D, E, = designated reading IeveI.

(,(,
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because it was necessary for them to share materials. )

Within each treatment group all students were identified into one

of five reading ability Ievels: A (lowest), B (next lowest), C (average),

D (next highest) and E (highest), as discussed on page l3 and shown

on Table 1.

An analysis of variance technique was applied to the gain sqores

between a criterion pretest and post test designed to measure achieve-

rnent. The influence of treatments and reading leve1s on achievernent

gain scores was determined for significance at the.05 (or better)

1e ve1.

Significance of treatment and reading level on achievernent gain

scores was also determined for small groups of questions which were

unique to each of the five different reading leve1s and on srna1l groups

of questions which felI into one of six categories described on page 42.

A11 these determinations were grouped under one of three head_

ings:

t. Influence

Z. Influence

3. Influence

reading leve1s.

dis cus sion.

experiments.

Schoo1 Contacts

of

of

of

First contacts with

ficers in October 1963.

schools were through

A meeting with all of

the adrninistrative of-

their fifth grade teachers
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was arranged and the phitosophy of the Learnings in science Labora_

tories was discussed and teachers were shown samples of the labora-

tories. Thedesign of the experiment was explained and their cooper-

ation was asked. Teachers were given two or three days to consider

whether or not they wished to participate. At the end of this consider-

ation period, they unanimously agreed to help carry out the study.

They were cautioned not to use any science materials which concerned

atmosphere either before or during the time the study was made ready.

Another meeting was held with the teachers in late January 1964.

At this time teachers were given written instructions (Appendix II)

about the way they should conduct their classes according to the treat-

ment grouP to which they were assigned. Questions were raised and

answered' During the same meeting the following rnaterials were dis-

tributed: (1) Learriings in Science Laboratories to individual teachers

or to designated pairs of teachers for sharing, where feasible; (2)

a student record book for each student; (3) accessory kits of 1abora_

tory experirnent materials to be shared between two roorns, and (4)

the criterion test along with standard answer sheets.

The teachers were not given an instructionar workshop on how to

use the unique materials. The research was intended to get a r,,ea_

surement of the results as they would probably appear in a typical

field condition since rnost teachers will not have the benefit of an in-

structional workshop.
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Student population

The study used 29 heterogeneous, fifth-grade classroorns distrib-
uted among three mid-wiltamette valrey, oregon school districts.
All the heterogeneous fifth grades in the three districts were used.

The study was designed to use 30 classes, but quite rate in the plan_

ning it was discovered. that three classes in one school were horno_

geneously grouped. consequently, the experiment was moved to

another school in the same district which had only two heterogeneous

classes of fifth graders; hence, the study involved 29 fif.th-grade class_

rooms rather than the intended 30.

There was a total of. 677 students involved in the study. Informa_

tion on the mental ability and reading levels for students in each class

was obtained from school record.s. Twenty-seven crasses were given

the Metropolitan Reading Achievement rests in septembe r L963. The

other two classes used the california Reading Achievement rests
given in october 1963. since there was an approxirnate delay of
nearly five months between the time of the testing and the use of the

study materials, students were assigned to reading groups one-half
year above their grade-equivalent scores as indicated on Table 3.
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Table 3. Nurnber of students Assigned in Different Reading Groups

Grade - equivalent
Reading reading leve1 of
level the rnaterials

Grade - equivalent
reading level of
the student

Total
students

A
B
C
D
E

3-4
4-5
5-5
o- /

7-8

0. 0- 3.9
4.0- 4.9
5. 0- 5.9
5. 0- 5.9
?. 0- 10. o'k

r39
136
l42
1r8
L4?
Tn

The highest range of the test.

Table 4 shows the distribution of the student population. Each

section shows statistics for the classes within a treatrnent. Included

are the classes by code nurnber, the mean intelligence quotient for

each class and for each treatment, the total number of students in

each of the five reading levels in each class and each treatrnent, and

the rnean reading IeveI for each class and each treatrnent.

Intelligence quotient scores were taken frorn three sources. (1)

Twelve classes used the Otis euick Scoring Mental Ability Test, form

B, given in April 1963; (Z) 15 classes used the Science Research As-

sociates Prirnary Mental Abilities Test, Grades 4_6, given in January

1964l. and (3) two classes used the california Mental Maturity Test

given in March, L954. The standard deviation range of these three

tests is similar.

rn alrnost every class the range of reading ability was frorn
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Table 4. Y.e" Intelligence Quotient, Reading Leve1 and Number of
students at Each Reading Level for Treatments and classes

T r eat-
rn ent Clas s

Mean
I. Q.

Average

Nurnber or students €.t rotal 3*3lj;"",
each reading level.- stu- reading

A BC D E dents leve1
I
I
1

I
1

7

4
5

5

I
?

3

4

100
111
TOZ

110

1

z
3

I

8

3

6

6

z
5

8

5

5

zz0
822
527
825

4.6
5.4
5.5
4.7

I Z 0
11 an 5.2Total Z5

4
5

5

7

6

Z

z
Z

z
z

I
Z

3

4
5

8

7

4
I

7

5

7

6

4

5

4
3

5

I
5

4
1

8

LOZ

103
107
r06

z0
26
ZT

ZO

4.7
4.8
5.5
5.3
5. I

Mean 106 Total ZZ z5 z5 19 109 Mean 5. 1

3

3

3

3

3

5

4
4

I
z
3

4

r06
103
I01
108
108

2

9
lz

z
4

7

5

2

3

3

5

z
6

4

3

3

5

L9

Z7
z3
ZO

ZZ

5. I
5. I
4.r
6.2

46
69
3Z
91

7

5

z
5

I

4
4
4
4
4

I
Z

3

4

t tal Z
105
109
t0z
105

5

3

t1
4

4
?,

l0
8

3

111 5. I
5.2
6.2
4.7
5.0

z6
z5
ZB

Z7

Mean 105 Total 2, Z7
5.b

2,7 IZ9 Mean 5.3
5
5

5

I
z
3

4

2

3

5

I

3

7

108
105
tIz
107

30
7

5

4

23
23
z8
z7

5. I
5.0
5.9

4
6

8

1

107
100
108
106

1

4
1

5

3

3

6

4
5
8
3

8

4
4

ZL
64
54
45
44
54

z 101
0

5.5
5.2
4.3
5.5
5. 1

6

6

6

6

6

I
2

3

4
5

3

I
6

7

20
T9

24
zz

Mean 108 otal Z0 24' 2t L9 26 I 10 Mean 5. 2Total t39 L3W
A - Lowest reading ability level. Grade-equivalent leve1 3-4.
B - Highest reading abitity leve1. Grade-equivalent 1evel z-g.
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nonreaders to those readipg at the tenth grade level or above. Table

5 is a surrrmary of these sarne Erean scores by treatrnent groups and

it is to be noted how similar the mean Intelligence Quotient scores are

and also the rnean reading ability levels for each treatrnent group.

Table 5. Mean Intelligence Quotients and Grade-Equivalent Reading
Scores for the Six Treatments

Mean grade-
Treatment Mean equivalent
group I. Q. reading score Total students

1

2

3

4
5

6

107
106
105
105
109
108

5.2
5. I
5. I
5.3
5.5
5.2

t17
109
111
tzg
101
110
b(t

Criterion Test

Purpos e

The criterion test (Appendix I) was given first as a pretest and

later as a post test in order to obtain a gain score indicative of

achie vern ent.

Questions were devised frorn one of three sources: (1) directly

frorn the sets of questions which were printed at the end of the reading

selections; (2) directly from the reading selection materi als; and (3)

others were developed in such a rnanner that the answers had to be
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inferred from the information

s eIe ctions.

Question Selection

or situations presented in the reading

The questions were developed over a period of tirne, tried out on

a few fifth grade classes, then were accepted, reworded, discarded or

substitutions made until 118 questions had been tried with students in

15 classes not used in the study.

Taking into account the above described tryouts, 60 questions

(Tabie 6) were selected for the final criterion test. An atternpt was

made to select questions for difficulty which would show neither a

'rceilingt' nor I'flooringt' effect in the total score.

The phi coefficient score (Q) estirnates a Fearsonproduct-

mornent coefficient of correlation where both variables are expres sed

dichotornously. A value of. . ZO is considered satisfactory. The rnean

phi coefficient for this test was .32. The values were read off a table

reported by Flanaga,n (7, p. 2981.

Concern for validity required that questions be well distributed

arnong the five big ideas, the five reading levels and the six special

categories of questions used in the analysis. Tables z and 8 show

these distributions.

In Table 8, the total figures on the right indicate the nurnber of

questions, frorn a total of 60, which a student reading at any one



Table 6. Criterion Test Question Validation Data

o

I

z

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

IZ

13

T4

15

t6

L7

t8

r9

z0

U L + G Jlo U L 0 G o U L o G

47

73

87

100

64

84

57

37

98

87

L6

80

100

75

65

44

40

45

z5

88

40

57

37

z5

53

40

31

0

83

z5

LZ

50

37

Z5

29

r9
1
I

33

LZ

50

07

16

54

83

13

42

Z7

66

45

6Z

07

33

78

50

361

,tl
451

i3l
zol

4zl

50

46

57

81

100

-5

57

LB4

5

49

B8

6

9T

zz

0

45

0

Z7

30

0

zl
ZZ

Z3

z4

Z5

Z6

Z7

Z8

zg

30

3l

3Z

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

47

75

79

50

69

75

3Z

100

50

65

37

75

45

43

53

z5

34

45

ZZ

50

t::

ll
l,'lt4

Z5

L9

z9

0

nrl

E:I

::l
,r.l

l:l

06

39

50

34

ZO

38

25

83

34

37

66

30

I3

33

ZL

r9

34

29

T6

7Z

30

34

15

4Z

IZ

315

0

Z7

100

33

100

50

0

100

0

200

9

118

20

6T

4T

4Z

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

5Z

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

50

100

87

50

53

88

30

z0

z5

47

87

63

83

58

75

75

80

83

z5

33

57

56

z5

t9

LZ

79

5

3

0

38

6Z

52

Jb

73

45

45

64

18

9

ZT

15

70

62

z4

47

I3

43

4I

58

10

3?

tz

49

T7

31

31

T9

54

Z7

15

46

6L

72

59

)o

6Z

52

0

38

74

15

67

ZT

66

53

15

11

58

50

43

39

Q r question number

4L

Z

9

9

Z

z

4

U r percentage of students in the upper
half who answered correctly on post test

L = percentage of students in the lower
half who answered correctly on post test

+ = phi coefficent score

G = percentage gain score frorn pretest to post test
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Table 7. Number of Questions for Each Big Idea
Big idea Number of questions

I
II

III
IV
V

LZ

TZ

TZ

T4
10

6oTota1

Table 8. Number of Questions at Each Reading
of Questions

Level by Categories

Reading
level

Factual- Conceptual- Conceptual- Conceptual -
common .none Discrsslon

Factual-
common

Experi -
mentsutuque ue Totd

A
B
C
D
E

Total

1

0

0

0

1

z=

3

3

3

3

z
T4

Z

z
1

3

3

1T

tz
LZ
IZ
t2
lz,i,
LZ

18

18

18
18
18

m{'

I
Z

2

2

I
8+4r

40
40
39
4l
40
50

3

3

3

3

3-,.

3

Questions cornrnon to all reading 1evels, therefore each is a
totaI.

AI1 questions in this category also appeared under one of the
other six categories. They were used for special analysis.

1. Factual-unique. Those which call for recall of a fact and
are unique to one of the five reading Ievels.

Z, Conceptual-unique. Those which require a response which
shows understanding or application of a concept and are
unique to one reading 1evel.

3. Factual-common. Factual-type which appear in all five

"""d."g 1"""1*
4. Conceptual-cornrnon. Concept-type which appear in all five

reading levels.

5. Conceptual-none. Conceptual-type, the answer for which
does not appear in any of the reading levels and which de-
pends upon an understanding of, or application to, related
facts or concepts.

6. Discussion. Those which were taken frorn the teacherrs
i""tr."ti""rl aid booklet and which were specifically
covered in class by discussion.
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reading Ievel had an opportunity to answer. The balance of the ques-

tions for each reading level is represented by those unique to the other

reading levels. Answers to the latter could have been learned. through

clas s discus sion.

T est Reliability

Test reliability coefficient score was . 88. It was determined by

the split-half rnethod on the post test scores of the l l l students in

treatrnent group three which used the rnaterials as recomrrended by

the authors. The reliability of the extended test was deterrnined by

the spearrnan-Brown formula(zL, p. I5). This correction is repre-

sented by the formula,

r = =2,'xY 1*r '

where: r = reliability coefficient of the extended testxy

r = obtained coefficient of the split-ha1f test.

Pretest

Teachers gave the criterion test in two 20-minute sessions on

Thursday and Friday, January 23 or 24, 1964. AII tests and answer

sheets were collected on Monday, fanuary 27, except for absentees

for whorn teachers held the test rnaterials. These were completed

and rnailed to the researcher as soon as they were completed.
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Teachers began using the materials in their classrooms during the

week of January 27, L964. They were as.ked to try to time their use

of the materials so they could finish during the first week of March.

This afforded them about six weeks in which to complete their particu-

lar treatment of the materials.

Classroom Visits

Each classroorn was visited at Ieast three times during the six-

week period. Because of schedule conflicts, it wagnrt always possible

to see the classes using the materials but short visits with the teach-

ers were made during which time they had an opportunity to discuss

the use of the materials. rn addition, they were contacted. as a group

by letters (Appendix III) giving encouragement, additional inforrnation

and answers to questions about problems of administration of the ma-

te rial s.

Post Test

Post tests of the criterion test, along with answer sheets, were

distributed to teachers during the week of March Z as they finished

with the instructional materials. Testing was corrpleted in all classes

by March 11, except for a few absentees who were given the post test

during the week of March 23 following spring vacation. Results on all

students who rnissed rnore than five days of class tirne during the
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six-week period were discarded. The results for students who trans-

ferred in or out of the district during the time of the experiment were

also discarded.

Scoring

The answer sheets for both the pretest and post test were sent

to science Research Associates of chicago, Illinois to be machine

scored. A right or wrong score for each of the 50 iterns on the cri_

terion test was punched on to rBM cards. There was a card. for the

pretest and one for the post test for each of the 672 students. The

cards also had student identifying data on thern.

A short Fortran program was written for the IBM r6z0 compu-

ter which cornputed the gain score between the pretest and post test

for each student. The gain score was punched and assembled into a

data deck. Similar programs were written to assemble data decks for

the other special analyses.

Analys e s

The gain score data were submitted to an analysis of variance

prograrn written for disproportionate subclass frequencies. It was

composed at the University of California, Riverside, California

November 10, 1963. Analyses were computed for significant differ-

ences at the .05 (or better) level. Table 9 shows a schernatic of all
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the possible comparisons of gain score data.

Tab1e 9. Schematic of Ana1yses.

Treatr,nents
Source

Questions for reading
levels A-E

Question unique to
reading Ievel:

A

C

Questions in category:

Factual-unique

Concentual-unioue

Factual-common

Conceotual- cornrnon

Conceptual-none

Discussion

Selected analyses were rnade and other results were interpolated

or extrapolated from them. These are rnarked with an asterisk on the

results tables. 'Where reliable interpolations or extrapolations could

not be rnade, further analyses were run. These are shown in the next

B

D

E

s ection.
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Teacher Questionnaire

A short questionnaire (Appendix IV) to survey the teachersr

opinions concerning the materials was designed to be cornpleted by

the teachers at the conclusion of the investigation. Teachers were not

forewarned that they would be expected to do this. Results of the sur-

vey are reported in the next section.
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PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

As described on page 31 the study was designed to determine if

student achievement gain scores between pretest and post test were

significantly affected when students used: (1) science rnaterials which

were written at several different reading ability levels; (Z) science

rnaterials written at several different reading ability levels but did not

discuss thern with their classrnates; and (3) science rnaterials written

at several different reading ability Ieve1s but did not perform the ex-

perirnents.

This was accomplished by forrning six different treatrnent

groups and using an analysis of variance technique on mean gain

scores as tabulated in Table 10.

Mean Gain score Data by class, Treatment and Reading Level

Table 10 shows the mean gain score for each class within a

treatment and also for each treatment. These scores represent the

rnean nurnber of points gained between the pretest and post test. It

is noted that they vary considerably by classes. In Treatrnent I the

mean gain scores range from 5.75 to 12.35. sirnilar ranges are seen

in the other treatment groups. There is no consistent correlation be-

tween the rnean gain score and the intelligence quotient as shown on

Table 4. The least variance among scores is among the classes in
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Table 10. Class and Treatment Mean Gain scores bv Treatmentsalmen

T reatrn ent Clas s

Class mean
gain score

Mean treatrnent
gain score

I
Students read only at C(average
reading Ievel. Discussed ma-
terials and performed experi-
rn ents.

I
z
3

4
5

6.03
9. 65

LZ, 35

9. 81

5.75

8. 67

Z

Students read respectively at A
(lowest), C (average) and E
(highest) reading levels. Dis -
cussed materials and perforrne
exDeriments.

I
z
3

4
5

5. 37
B. 37
1.43

11. 61
LZ. L5

7.93

3

Students read respectively at A,
B, C, D or E reading leve1s.
Discussed rnaterials and per-
forrned experirnents.

1

Z

3

4
5

6.48
6. z8

T3,7I
10. 13
4.79

8. 14

4
Students read respectively at A,
B, C, D or E reading levels.
Did not discuss rnaterials but
did perform experirnents.

1

z
3

4
5

9.92
7. 69
5.74
5.82
5. 81

6.87

5

Students read respectively at A,
B, C, D or E reading lev_els.
Discussed materials, but did
not perforrn experirnents.

I
z
3

4

r.9e
0.49
6,03
3. 36

3.32

6

Students did not use any of the
materials.

I
Z

3

4
5

1.75
r.96
2.85
4.9s
r.93

2.45
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Treatrnent 4. In Treatment 5 there was one very low score of.0.49.

In Treatrnent 5 class nurnber four outscored two of the classes in

Treatment 5, one of the classes in Treatment 3 and one of the classes

in Treatrnent Z. Several factors rnay be responsible for these ex-

tremes, one being the influence of the teacher. undoubtedly some

teachers were rnore enthused in the area of science than others.

Table I I shows that except for cornparisons of Treatrnents 3

and 4, the mean scores for the reading levels order themselves frorn

lowest, for the lowest reading level (A), to highest, for the highest

reading level (E).

Table 11. Mean Gain Scores for Groups of Students Reading at
Different Reading Ability Levels.

Source

Mean.gant scores for reading level

ABCDE
A11 six treatrnents

Treatrnents l, Z and 3

Treatrnents 3 and 4

Treatments 3 and 5

3. 32

4.79

5. 11

z. 69

5. 19

7.08

5. 71

3. 30

6. 71

8.85

6. 39

5. 7I

7. 87 8. 06

9.90 r0. 69

10.47 g. og

7. 67 9. 00

This is the typical achievement gain score pattern we would ex-

pect to see based upon reading ability. Later tables show that the

reading level rnean gain scores are variable enough that they are sig-

nificant at the .05 level or better. This is true in nearly all compari-

sons.
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Figures Z, 3, 4 and 5 present a visual representation of the gain

scores by treatrnent and reading ability Ievel. In Figure 2 it can be

seen that the mean gain scores for the first four treatrnents range

close together, but they drop off sharply for Treatments 5 and 6. The

reading Ievels show a steady rise frorn the lowest level A to the

highest level E.

Figure 3 shows a sirnilar pattern when only the first three treat-

rnent groups are cornpared with the reading levels. Figure 4 shows

reading level D group as the highest gain score achievers. It wasnrt

possible to determine if there were anything peculiar to Treatrnent 4

which would account for this one deviation. Figure 5 shows a return

to the sarne pattern.

9
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Data Concerning the Influence of Materials Written

Table 12, column one, shows the gain score differences be-

tween reading ability levels (RL) to be significant when all six treat-

rnents are considered together. The sarne is true for the influence of

the treatrnent (T). If this data were consid.ered alone, one would as-

surne that both influences were significant and the study would be

finished. However, it was carried further and column two shows that

when only Treatments 1, z and 3 are cornpared (their variable in-

volved different reading levels) the effect of the treatment is nonsig-

nificant. rt rnakes no difference on student achievement whether
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students have an opportunity to read respectively, science materials

written at five different reading ability levels, three different reading

ability levels, or whether they all have access to materials written at

only one (the average) reading ability level. The sarne pattern of non-

significance for treatment influence shows in cornparisons of Treat-

rnents I and Z, 1 and 3, ar.d Z and 3, all of which are indicated in

colurnns three, four and five.

Table 12. Significance of Reading Level (RL) and Treatrnent (T)
When Different Combinations of Treatments are Cornpared.

Interpolated or extrapolated value.

Column one on Table l3 shows the results of cornparisons of

gain scores on specific questions selected from the criterion test.

These questions represent only those unique (discussed in only one of

the reading leve1 materials) to specific reading levels. Colurnn one

shows that perforlnance on questions unique to reading levels A and

B were nonsignificant for both reading level (RL) and treatment (T).

The treatment influence was significant for questions unique to level

Source

1

T reatrnents

(1-5)

Z

T r eatrn ents

(1xZx3)

3

Treatment

(1xz)

4
Treatrnente

(1x3)

5

Treatments

(Zx3)

RL T RL T RL T RL T RL T

Total
c r ite rio
test .01 .01 .01 ns .01 ns .01 ns .01 ns
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C, and both treatment and reading ler,,el influences were significant

for questions unique to leve1s D and E, Again, however, as shown in

colurnns two, three, four and five, when selected treatrnent groups

are compared, the significances are very spotty and as a whole, con-

sidered nonsignificant.

Table 13. Significance of Treatments on Questions Unique to Reading
Levels.

>k

Interpolated or extrapolated value.

Number of questions as reported on Table 8.

The cornparisons on Table 14 involve gain score differences on

specific questions selected from the total criterion test which repre-

sent one of six groups. (See Table IZ for a presentation of the cate-

gories of questions. ) When all six treatment groups were compared

Source

t
Treatment

(1- 5)

2

Treatments
(1x2x3)

3

T reatrn ents
(1xZ)

4
Treatments

(lx3)

5

reatments
(2x3)

RL T RL T RL T RL T RL T

Questionr
unique to
reading
1e vel

5) NS NS ns ns ns ns
{(

ns ns ns
J,

NS

B(5 NS NS ns ns ns
.L

ns ns
>!(

ns ns
J,

NS

c(4) OS .05 NS .05 NS .05 ns ns ns ns

6 05 .01 NS ns NS NS NS NS ns ns

E(5) cl .01 ns NS NS NS .05 NS ns NS
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together (column 1) it was found that the influence of both the reading

level and the treatment were significant. However, when individual

treatrnents were cornpared (columns Z to 5l neither treatments nor

reading leveIs were significant.

Table 14. Significances of Treatrnents on Questions in Special Cate-
gories.

Treatments
Source (2x}

Qrestions
which are:

Factual-
uniqug.,

l1)
Concept
unique.,.

( 14)
Factual-
cornrqpp

(rz)

colT)mon
(3

(18
Discus -
s ion.,.,.

T

Interpolated or extrapolated value.

Nurnber of questions as reported on Table 8.

z
Treatments

(1x2x3)
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Data Concerning the Influence of 'Whether or Not
Students Discuss 'What They Read

Table 15 shows the results of comparisons of Treatment 4, (irt

which the variable was nondiscussion of the rnaterials) to Treat -

ments 1, Z and 3, (in which the variable involved was different read-

ing Ieve1s). Column one shows again that the influence of the reading

Ievels is significant, but that the treatment influence is nonsignificant.

Whether or not students discuss with their classrnates what they have

read was found to have no significance. The reader should also refer

to Figure 4 f.or a visual representation of the data.

Interpolated or extrapolated value.

Table I6 shows that the influence of treatrnents or reading

levels when Treatment 4 is cornpared to Treatrnents l, Z or 3 have

only spotty significances on questions unique to certain reading levels

or on questions which faIl into one of the special categories as listed.

The significances are not consistent enough to rnake positive conclu-

s ions.

Table 15. Significances of Treatrnent 4Involving Class Discussion.

Source

I
Treatrnents

(4xI )

z
Treatments

$xz)

3

Tr eatrnents
(4x3)

RL T RL T RL T

Total criterion test .01 NS .01 ns .01 NS
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Table 16. Significances of Treatment 4 on Questions Unique to
Different Reading Levels and to Questions in Six Special
Catesoria Leg() ts.

Source

1

Treatments
(4xl )

z
Treatrnents

(axzl

3

Treatments
(4x3)

RL T RL T RL T

Questions unique to
reading levels:

A (5)

B (5)

c (4)

J, -t,

D (5)

J, J,

E (5)

ns

NS

J.

ns

NS

J,

ns

NS

NS

NS

{i
NS

ns

ns

ns

NS

NS

:l
ns

J,

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

NS

J

ns

-t

ns

ns

NS

NS

NS

NS

J,

ns

Questions which are:
,F )i(

Factual-unique (l I ) ns ns ns ns NS ns

Conce,,pjual-unique
( 14)*' ns ns ns

\',

ns NS ns

Factual-cornmon
(l z)** NS ns .05 NS .01 .05

Conc"eptual-cornmon
(3)"'* ns .01 NS ns NS NS

Conceptual-none
( 181'r'l' ns ns ns ns ns ns

Discussion (8) ,. 05 .05 NS ns ns ns

Interpolated or extrapolated value.

Nurnber of questions a s. reported on Table 8.
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Data Concerning 'Whether or Not Students
Pe rfo rmed Expe rirn ents

Table l7 shows the results of comparisons of the first three

treatrnents (in which the variable involved was reading levels) with

Treatrnent 5 (in which the variable was that students did not do any of

the experiments suggested by the authors). Columns one, two and

three show the adverse influence on achievernent gain scores in Treat-

ment 5 to be significant. Column four shows the same evidence when

Treatrnent 5 is compared to Treatment 4. This is strong evidence
I

that doing experiments is important to student achievernent and that

it evidently reinforced learning because in all treatments in which stu-

dents performed experirnents, the gain scores were significantly

higher.

Table I7. Significances of Treatment 5 Involving Nonperformance of
Experiments.

Source

I
Treatments

(5xt)

Z

Treatments
(5xZ)

3

Treatrnents
( 5x3)

4
Treatrnents

(5x4)
RL T RL T RL T RL T

Total
c rite rion
test .05 .05 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .0I

Interpolated or extrapolated va1ue.

The reader should also see Figure 5 for a visual representation

of the above data.
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Tab1e 18 shows that, except for questions unique to reading

levels A and B, a sirnilar significant influence of lower achievernent

gain scores for Treatment 5 is generally indicated for reading levels

C, D and E and for the six categories of questions.

Table 18. Significances of Treatment 5 Involving Nonperformance of
Experirnents on Questions Unique to Reading Levels and
on Questions in Six Different CatesoriI,1 II ,t (J 5

Source

I
Treatments

(5xl )

Z

Treatments
( 5xz)

3

Treatments
( 5x3)

4
Treatrnents

(5x4)
RL T RL T RL T RL T

Questions
unique to
reading
levels:
A (5)*".
B (5);;
c (4).,_.,.

D (5)".".
E (5).""

)k

.,IS
u, [s
.,,.05
.,,. 05
.05

.,DS

., [S
.. 05

.rrt 05
.05

NS

NS

ns
.05

ns

.rIS
ns
NS

.01
ns

ns
ns

,_ ns
.05

ns

.r[S
ns
ns

.05-
ns

.-DS
ns
NS

.,DS
NS

NS

ns

.,IS

.,DS
ns

Questions
which are:
Factual- 

>k>k

unique ( I 1) .05 .01 ns ns ns .05 ns .05
Conceptua
unique ( 14' .05 .05 .01 .01 .01 .01 ns

-t

.05
Factual-
comfiron
( 1Z)"-"' .05 .05 .05 .05 .01 .01 ns ns

Conceptual-
cofi)mon

( 3)'"* ns .01 ns NS ns nS ns NS

Conceptug],-
none (18) .05 .01 .05 .05 ns .01 NS .05
Disggs sion
(8)

J,

.05 .05 ns ns .05 .01 ns ns

Interpolated or extrapolated value.

Number of questions as reported on Table 8.
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Data Concerning Influences of
Classes within Treatments

The results in Table 19 were determined to check the influence

of class means within the different treatrnent groups. There were

significant differences for the influence of the reading leve1s as ex-

pected; however, there were also significant differences for the influ-

ence of class means. This was true for each treatment except for

Treatment 6 in which students did not use the materials. This gives

evidence that there were one or rnore factors operating within the dif-

ferent classrooms which influenced class mean gain scores. This

opens up an avenue for another study of these influences.

Tab1es 20 and 2I show that the influences of the class rnean

gain scores are generally nonsignificant for questions unique to the

different reading levels and on questions which faII into one of the six

special categories. The mos t consistent of the latter group is the

category, factual-unique, which shows significance for the influence

of the class in Treatments Z, 3 and 5. However, none of the results

are consistent enough that positive conclusions can be reached.

Data Derived to Aid in the Interpretation of Results

Data on Table ZI were derived through records kept by the

teachers (as instructed) while their classes used the materials, or



Table 19. Significances of Class Mean Scores Within Each Treatment Group.

Source

Treatrnent- I

RDX (C)

T r eatrn ent- 2

RDX (A, C, E

Treatment- j

RDX (A-E)

Treatment-4
RX (No
Discus sion)

Treatrnent- 5
RD (No
Experiment)

T r eatrnent- 6

(No Material)
RL Clas s RL CIas s RL Clas s RL Clas s RL CIas s RL Clas s

Total
criterion
te st .05 .01 .05 .01 .01 .01 .01 .05 .01 .01 ns NS

o.
N



Source

Treatrnent- I

RDx (C)

Treatrnent- 2

RDX (A, C, E]

Treatment- 3

RDX (A-E)

T reatrnent- 4
RX (No
Dis cus sion)

T r eatrnent- 5

RD (No
Experiment)

Treatrnent- 6

(No Material)
RL Clas s RL C1ass RL Clas s RL Clas s RL CIas s RL Clas s

Questions unique
to reading levels

A(5)::.;:
B(5),:.,r,
c(4).,..,-
D(6);;
E(5)

ns
ns
NS

ns
NS

ns
NS

ns
NS

ns

ns
0l
05
01
NS

NS

NS

ns
ns
ns

05
NS

05
0l
ns

NS

NS

NS

ns
ns

ns
ns
ns
NS

ns

NS

NS

ns
NS

ns

ns
ns
NS

.0I
NS

NS

NS

ns
ns
ns

Questions which
are:

Factual- \L\r,

unique ( 1 1)""" .0I ns ,05 .01 ns .05 ns ns NS .01 NS NS
Concepfiial;."
unique (14) ns ns ns .01 ns .01 ns ns .01 NS NS ns
Factual- 

>k)k

cornrnon ( l2) .05 .01 ns .01 NS ns ,05 ns .0I ns NS ns
Conceptu?I 

,t rk
cornmon (3) NS NS NS NS .0t NS NS ns .05 NS NS ns
Conceptu3J,-
none (18) NS .0I ns ns ns ns ns NS NS NS NS NS
Discussion (8) NS NS .05 .05 .01 NS NS ns ns .01 NS NS

Number of questions as reported on Table 8.

Table 20. Significances of Class Mean Scores within Each Treatrnent Group on Questions Unique
to Reading Levels and to Questions in Six Categories.

o.
u)
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for the sake of cornpari-

at the sarne time as that

Table Zl. Some Mean Values by Treatrnents.

Treat-
ment. ,

Mean
gain
.score

Mean
minutes
using
materia,Is

Mean
years

teachersl
experience

Mean
quarter
hours

teachersl
preparation

Mean
student
intelligence
quotient

Mean
student
reading
level grade-
equivalent

t

z

3

4

8. 67

7. 93

8. 14

6.87

3. 32

2.45

667

818

7Zg

674

26t

none

20.8

7.4

r0.4

I5. 0

1. 3

9.8

27.

15.

15.

27.

15.

18.

107

105

I05

105

109

I08

5.3

5.5

5.2

4

4

4

0

5.2

5.t

5. I

5

6

Data on Table ZZ was derived by cornputing some correlations be.

tween factors. It shows a .69 correlation (a reliable correlation

should be above . 80) between the rnean gain score of the treatments

and the mean number of rninutes spent using the materials. Table ZL

shows that students in Treatment 5 spent only 261 minutes with the

materials. The fewer nurnber of rninutes obviously represents the

fact that other treatrnent groups required quite a lot of extra tirne to

cornplete the experiments. Students in Treatrnent 5 did not do any of

the experiments.
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None of the other correlations on Table 22 show high enough

values to be considered positive. However, an interesting one is the

-. 29 correlation between the treatment gain scores and the mean in-

telligence Quotient. This adds evidence to the opinion which some

people hold that the intelligence quotient score is not always a reliable

indication of achievement ability.

Table ZZ. Coefficients of Correlation

Source Coefficient

Mean gain score vs. rninutes spent on the materials

Mean gain score vs. years teacherrs experience

Mean gain score vs. quarter hours teacherrs
preparation in science

.69

.45

Mean gain score vs. mean intelligence quotient

Mean gain score vs. reading leve1 grade-equivalent

Data Concerning the Teacher Questionnaire

A valuable assessment of the rnaterials may be deterrnined from

the results on a questionnaire (Appendix IV) which was given to the

teachers after they had cornpleted use of the materials (Table Z3).

They were asked to rate each statement with AA (Agree), AD (Agree

somewhat), N (Neutral), DA (Disagree sornewhat) or DD (Disagree).

These were assigned the following values respectivelyz 5,4,3, Z, andl.

t4

29

ZO
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A11 statements were positive in character and were therefore ranked

according to the highest score.

Table 23. Rank Order from Highest to Lowest Agrq,ernent for the
Questions on The Teacher Questionnaire

Rank

I

z

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Question
nurnber

15

1

ZI

I1

T9

3

z

4

Z6

Rank

L9

ZO

ZT

ZZ

z3

Z4

z5

z6

Question
nurnber

r6

13

z4

IZ

L4

z3

5

ZZ

Appendix IV

The statement with the highest rank of agreement was No. 15

(Appendix IV), rrhad a student record book which helped reinforce

learning by causing the student to record. rr Teachers apparently liked

the record book. However, an evaluation of staternent No. 16, 'rhad

a student record book which involved too much writing on the part of

students,rrranked 14 out of.26. This indicates that teachers felt

there was too much writing involved in the record book.

The statement ranking second highest was No. 1, rrare attrac-

tive to students.'r Teachers were high in their praise for the

Question
Rank nurnber

10 25

I I 18

IZ Z0

t3 8

147
15 g

166
L7 T7

18 10
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attractiveness of the materials to their students and verbally reported

that most students really enjoyed using them.

Third high was No. Zl, rrare a step in the right direction in the

preparation of curriculum materials. rr Teachers were elated at the

prospect of having materials which accornrrodated the reading spread

in their classes. This was the feature which convinced rnost of the

teachers that they would like to try the materials.

Fourth and fifth ranked were No. 11, rrhad a good balance be-

tween reading and experiment involvement, rrand No. 19, trshould have

had a separate kit of rnaterials for experiments for each teacher. rl

The first of these statements is good endorsement of the rnaterials.

The latter indicates that too many times essential materials, such as

balloons, wire, etc. had been used up when the materials were passed

to the sharing roorrr and class procedure was delayed.

The lowest ranked statement was No. ZZ, rrare too cornplex for

teachers to use.tr In other words, they felt the materials were not

too cornplex to be used adequately.

The next lowest ranked was No. 5, t'had too rnuch reading to

it. rr They disagreed with this, but rnany of them remarked that sorne

of the research booklets were too difficult as shown by a rank of 18

for statement No. 10, 'rwere hard for students to understand. r'

Other staternents with which they disagreed were No. 23, r'caII

for too rnuch student participationrr; No. 14, rrinvolved too rnuch class
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discussionrr; No. ZZ, rrhad too rnany experimentsil; and No. 24, r'are

less satisfactory than other elementary science materials. rr In other

words they like the greater amount of student participation called for

in the materials and they felt the rnaterials were generally rrrore satis-

factory than other science materials they had been using.

A11 of this arnounts to the fact that with some good teacher in-

service training, the teachers could probably learn to use the rna-

terials to greater advantage.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Results

The statements enumerated below are based upon evidence pro-

duced in this study. The first three treat the null hypotheses tested

and the others are relevant to other findings.

1. There were no significant differences in rnean gain scores

arnong treatments involving classes which used science ma-

terials written at one, three or five different reading levels.

Z. There were no significant di.fferences in achievernent gain

scores between treatment group four in which .students

did not discuss their science materials, and the first three

treatrnent groups involving different reading levels.

3. There was a significant adverse influence on achievement

gain scores between Treatment 5 and any of the first four

treatment groups.

There were no consistent significant differences in achieve-

ment gain scores arrrong treatrnents for questions unique to

any of the reading levels nor for questions in any of the six

special categories.

The reading leve1 groups ordered themselves from lowest

(A) to highest (E) consistently.

4.

5.
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6" The influence of teachers on class mean

scores showed consistent significance.

The teacher questionnaire indicated that

generally favorable in their judgment of

achievement gain

teachers were

rnate r ials.

the

the

7.

Conclusions

In considering the conclusions of this study the reader is re-

rninded that the evaluation reflects only a rneasurement of knowledge

achievernent gain for the materials and lacks any inforrnation concern-

ing other identified objectives, such as arousing curiosity, stimula-

tion of creativeness or the gain in skills of inquiry, all three of which

are strong objectives of the producers of these science instructional

materials. This was stated in the beginning as one of the limitations

of the study.

The information produced by this study depends directly upon

the assumptions expressed earlier: (1) materials are written at the

grade levels described, (2) elementary teachers with limited science

backgrounds can handle the unique materials in the manner recom-

mended by the authors, (3) classroom teachers followed prescribed

instructions, and (4) the criterion test validly and reliably rneasured

achievement gain.
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Reading Level

The study shows clearly that achievement gain scores as mea-

sured by this criterion test are not influenced significantly by the fact

that the rnaterials are written at grade-equivalent reading levels

(Table l2). There was only one rninor exception. Students in Treat-

ment I (students read only at C leve1) did significantly better than

those in Treatment Z (students read at A, C and D reading levels) on

guestions unique to reading level C (Table 13, line 3, colurnn 5).

However, this does not change the validity of the first staternent in

this paragraph. On the basis of these results the first nuII hypothesis

(no significant differences whether materials are written at one,

three or five different reading Ieve1s) is accepted.

Nevertheless, it would be going beyond the evidence to assume

that the materials written for a specific reading leve1 did not influence

the students in any rnanner whatsoever. It will depend upon the de-

velopment of other kinds of measuring instruments before one can de-

terrnine, for instance, whether students who are given the opportunity

to read at their own Ievel are not rnotivated to read more than those

who are forced to read either above or below their reading Ieve1. As

cited in the second section, there is rnuch to be said for just'bnjoyingrr

what one reads when it is at his reading ability level. For this reason,

the teacherst questionnaire which reveals that the students enjoyed
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the rnaterials takes on greater significance.

Perhaps the sfudy was searching out the wrong objective when it

evaluated only the achievernent gain based on a short unit. Adrnittedly,

achievernent is one of the most irnportant goals in teaching but per-

haps it is related to a sustained presentation of materials at reading

ability level, rather than one short unit as was the case in this study.

Class Discussion

The influences of Treatrn er:t 4 (in which the variable was non-

discussion of the materials) on achievernent gain scores were not sig-

nificant in this study except for rninor exceptions. Achievement

among students in Treatment 1 (all students read at C level only) was

significantly better than in Treatment 4 f.or questions which were con-

ceptual-comn)onandalso for the discussion questions (Table I6, lines

9 and ll, colurnn I). Another exception was the cornparison of Treat-

ment 3 (students read at five different levels) and Treatrnent 4 on

factual-corrrrrron questions (Table 16, line 8, column 3). In these

cases the lack of discussion apparently caused the students to do sig-

nificantly poorer in Treatrnent 4. Nevertheless, the general results

of this study support the second nul1 hypothesis (no significant dif-

ferences whether or not the rnaterials are discussed), and it is ac-

cepted.

A check of the tirne spent (Table 2l) shows that students in
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Treatments 1, Z and 3, (in which classes discussed the materials)

averaged seven percent more time with the rnaterials than students in

Treatment 4 (in which the rnaterials were not discussed). Greater

farniliarity on the part of participating teachers, with the unique dis-

cussion techniques afforded by these rnaterials seems indicated. A1-

though we rnust be guided by the statistical data, another look at

Figure Z allows us to speculate that the discussion factor was close to

significance and that a little rnore farniliarity with the materials might

have allowed the teachers to be more effective in this area.

The Biological Sciences Curriculurn Study Group have put great

emphasis on the value of discussion and as stated by Schwab (16, p.

430.431) the intangibles of rrunderstanding" and rrwantingrr developed

through class discussion are important and tied to effective achieve-

rnent.

Experiments

The results of the study show that students in Treatrnents l, Z

and 3, which involved specific reading levels, rnade significantly

higher achievernent gain scores than those in Treatment 5 (in which

the variable was not perforrning the experirnents). Likewise, in

Treatrnent 4, (in which the variable was nondiscussion of the rna-

terials), students performed significantly better than those in Treat-

ment 5 (Table l7). On the basis of these cornparisons the third nuII
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hypothesis (no significant differences whether students perforrn ex-

periments or not) is rejected.

In relation to Treatment 5 it will be recalled that students in.

this treatment spent the least arnount of tirne with the rnaterials and

furthermore that there was a . 59 correlation between gain scores for

all treatrnents and the arnount of tirne spent with the rnaterials. One

is tempted to say that the students who spend the least amount of time

with the materials are certain to do poorest on the criterion test.

However, the reader should be reminded that only Z of the 60 iterns on

the criterion test were taken frorn the experirnents (Table 8). This

means that students in Treatment 5 had ample opportunity to learn the

sarne materials that students had in other treatment groups. Further-

more, it lends direct implication that performance of the experiments

by students in the first four treatment groups reinforced their learn-

irg. This is an important finding and strongly suggests that those who

PrePare science curriculurn rnaterials should make experirnents a

central part rather than only an adjunct to their publications. At the

present tirne comrnercial producers of textbooks for elernentary

school science do not make experirnents the central part of their ma-

terials. However, organizations such as the American Association

for the Advancernent of science (AAAS) are trying to do this very

thing under Federal grants. This is also true of other curriculurn

projects such as The Illinois Prograrn which has produced rnaterials
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for elernentary schools in astronorny.

Questions Unique to Reading Levels or in Special Categories

As shown on Table 8 questions unique to the different reading

Ievels or which fell into special categories as described following

Table 8, were analyzed to see if they had special significance. It was

presupposed that perhaps students reading at the lowest level would do

best on questions unique to materials written at that IeveI. The sarne

is true for questions unique to the other reading levels. Flowever, no

such trend is apparent. A very positive trend was for the learners to

order themselves, based on gain scores, by having the lowest level

readers score lowest and the highest level readers score highest. It

is concluded that it rnakes no significant difference on gain scores

whether a question is unique to a reading level or not.

There was also a question about whether students would make

higher achievernent scores on questions which were unique or common

to all reading levels, conceptual or factual, or on those taken frorn

discussion. As shown in preceding section, there was no consistent

pattern of significance in any of the categories and it is concluded that

the type of question rnakes no significant difference on achievement

gain scores.
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Teacher Questionnaire As ses sment

As explained in the third section, this questionnaire (Appendix

IV) was given to teachers after they had cornpleted using the rnaterials

in their classes. AII of the questions were positive in nature and

were scored and ranked on the basis of the highest agreerrrent with the

statement. It is interesting to note that there was general acceptance

of the materials by the teachers. This complements the feeling the

investigator had about the enthusiasrn the teachers had for wanting to

try the materials. They were very interested in finding materials

designed to meet the reading ability needs of their students and which

had a different approach to learning.

Recommendations

The strongest recommendation for a further investigation re-

lated to the one corrpleted here would be to rneasure the effects of

these same materials after having organized thern so the experiments

become the focal point. Based on the results of this investigation, it

would seem logical to present the experiments to the students first.

Two things would likely happen; (l) lacking I'previous inforrnationrl

students would have greater desire to write their own explanations for

their results and, (2) students would have greater incentive to read

I'additional inforrnationrr related to what they found out in their
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experiments. This additional inforrnation could be supplied in the

research booklets and by the authorrs recommended reading lists.

Another recommendation would be to devise criterion instru-

ments which measure the effects of rnaterials presented at reading

ability leve1 on the other objectives listed by the authors; (1) to arouse

curiosity in science, (2) to stimulate creativeness, and (3) to develop

skills of inquiry. The materials need to have these objectives mea-

sured. This would entail the development of a different kind of evalu-

ation instrument, one not dependent upon reading ability.

Further investigation of class discussion as it is related to

learning needs to be carried out. Again, its contribution to the ob-

jectives listed above should be determined. Verbalization on the part

of the student is another facet of self-involvement which is so irn-

portant to rrunderstanding. ll

In view of the fact that the influence of the teacher on class

achievement scores shows itself as important, an evaluation needs to

be done which rneasures the significant influence on student achieve-

ment scores by two groups of teachers; (l) those who have had special

workshops with these materials and in the rhnulti-levelrrphilosophy,

and (2) those who use the rnaterials without workshops. The differ-

ential influence of teachers on their classes was very apparent in this

study; however, it was probably based upon a particular teacherrs

interest in science. The rneasurement should be on teachers who
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express a high science interest.

Summary

This particular evaluation needed to be cornpleted. because this

is the first cornrnercial producer to actually try to build materials to

rneet individual differences in the science area of the elementary

school. Their philosophy is sound and deserves not only this evalua-

tion but those mentioned above as well. They have already effected

changes in their presentation based on this evidence. These sarne

kinds of evidences will also give other comrrrercial producers a founda-

tion on which to build effective materials.
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APPENDIX I

I. 'Which of the following would not cause a weather balloon filled
with heliurn to fall back to theTarthrs surface?

A. Heating the heliurn
B. Cooling the heliurn
C. Compressing the heliurn
D. Releasing the heliurn

Z. What would happen to a half-fitled balloon if it were left on a warm
radiator ?

A. It would get larger
B. It would gradually get smaller
C. It would melt
D. Nothing would happen

3. Equal amounts of air were put into two balloons. One balloon was
placed in a refrigerator; the other baloon was held over a pan
of boilingwater,. Later the two balloons were compared.

Which of the following describes the balloon that was placed in the
refrigerator ?

A. Heavier than the other balloon
B. Lighter than the other balloon
C. Smaller than the other balloon
D. Larger than the other balloon

4. The earthrs atmosphere is made of

A. ice crystals
B. water vapor
C. pure oxygen
D. a mixture of gases
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5. The term ildense airrrmeans

A. rnixed with water vapor
B. warrrl
C. far apart
D. clos e together

the molecules in the air. are

is not a good example of how air can do5. 'Which of the following
work ?

A. Sailboat
B. Windmill
C. Air conditioner
D. Parachute

Which of the following

The air ocean is made

A. colorles s

B. weightles s

C. odorles s

D. tas teles s

statements

up of gases

7. is fals e ?

that are

8. When molecules in the air

A. increase in size
B. move faster
C. Decrease in size
D. move slower

If you have a shovel made of
ing it away. Oiling the iron

A. rotting
B. rusting
C. dehydration
D. freezing

are heated they will

iron, you probably oil it
shovel will help prevent

9. before pack-
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10. At which of the fotlowing altitudes would you expect your heart to
beat the fastest ?

A. 10 feet
B. 100 feet
C. 1, 000 feet
D. 10, 000 feet

11. In a sample of air from your classroom, you would not expect to
find

A. water vapor
B. chlorine gas
C. dust particles
D. helium gas

lZ. If cold air suddenly entered a heated. room, it would

A. decrease the number of molecules in the room
B. decrease the air pressure
C. force the warm air up
D. irnmediately rise to the ceiling

13. When molecules in air push against a surface the result is called

A. weight
B. density
C. pressure
D. gravity

14. when a glass of ice water is placed in a warm room for a few
minutes, drops of water appear on the outside of the glass.

This water comes from the

A. air
B. ice
C. glas s

D. water in the glass
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15. suppose you were holding your finger over a drinking straw half
full of water so that the water remained. in the straw. If you were
quickly flown to the top of a high mountain in a helicopter

A. all the water would stay in the straw
B. the water would be pushed up higher into the straw
C. some of the water would drip out of the straw
D. no water would remain in the straw

16. A stream of air has less sideways pressure when it is

A. rnoving slow1y
B. moving fast
C. cooled
D. heated

17. 'When you drink a coke through a straw

A. air pressure pushes the coke up the straw
B. the coke rises because it is expanding
C. the weight of the coke pushes it up the straw
D. the ternperature of your mouth warms the coke and makes it

ris e

18. If you open a bottle of cold air in a warm
air to stay in the bottle, )rou should keep

A. right side up
B. upside down
C. on its side
D. in your hand

L9. The gas which makes up

A. heliurn
B. oxygen
C. carbon dioxide
D. nitrogen

about 79To of. our atmosphere is

room and want the cold
the bottle
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20. You could probably wash your hands in boiling water on the top of
of a high rnountain. This is because the boiling-point of water
depends on the

A. ternperature of the air
B. amount of water
C. density of the water
D. arnount of air pressure

zl. 'why does air push (exert pressure) in all directions, but a solid
pushes (exerts pressure) only downward?

Molecules in air

A. are heavier than those of a solid
B. move more freely in aII directions
C. are warmer than those of a solid
D. weigh less than those of a solid

22. rf an ernpty water glass were turned upside down and pushed down
into a bucket of water, the glass would

A. have air in it
B. have nothing in it
C. fill with water
D. break because of the pressure

23. one way to make the molecules in air move faster is to

A. heat the air
B. cool the air
C. dry out the air
D. humidify the air

24. carbon dioxide is useful for fighting small fires because it

A. takes up more space than oxygen
B. is colder than oxygen
C. is rnore dense than oxygen
D. is lighter than oxygen
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25. 'while playing baseball in a city at a high aLtitude, a player should
be able to hit the ball farther because at the high altitude

A. baIls are rnore rralive'r
B. pitchers canrt throw the ball as hard
C. the ball parks are smaller
D. there are fewer rnolecules in the air

26. A fluid will always

A. be wet
B. be colder than things around it
C. have the same shape as its container
D. be round like a drop of water

27. 'W'hich of the following was not considered an element by ancient
peoples ?

A. Sun
B. Air
C. Earth
D. Fire

28. Inside a closed bottle, air presses

A. only against the lid
B. only against the sides
C. only against the bottom
D. in all directions

29. Oxidation is the process of oxygen

A. combining with sornething else
B. being produced by green plants
C. being weighed
D. being produced by anirnals
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30. Which of the following is a

A. Troposphere
B. Stratosphere
C. Ionosphere
D. A11 of the above

31. At roorn temperature air is

A. liquid
B. solid
C. fluid
D. rnolecule

r'layeril of the atmosphere?

32. People on earth live in an ocean of air. 'V[here in this air ocean
do they live ?

A. Near
B. Near
C. Near
D. Near

the top
the middle
the bottom
the equator

33. suppose you put a drinking straw into a glass of water. Now if
you put your finger over the top of that straw and lift it from the
water, there will still be water inside the straw because

A. air is lighter than water
B. the straw is very narrow
C. air is pushing up on the water at the bottorn of the straw
D. air above the water in the straw holds it in

34. Air is rnade up rnostly of

A. different gases
B. dust particles
C. water particles
D. oxygen
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35. If you werenrt wearing a space suit and you fe1l out of a rocket
flying in space, you would be killed by

A. too rnuch pressure on the outside of your body
B. intense cold
C. heat of the sun
D. lack of pressure on the outside of your body

36. If you were riding a bicycle on the highway and a long truck
passed close to you at a fast speed, air pressure might push you

A. up into the air
B. into the side of the truck
C. down onto the pavernent
D. into the ditch

37. rf you rernoved rnost of the air from a container, the molecules
Ieft in the container would

A. settle to the bottom
B. move slower
C. evaporate
D. spread out

38. It is hard to puII a suction cup off a wet, smooth surface because

A. the vacuurn inside holds it tightly against the surface
B. air outside the cup pushes against it and holds the cup against

the surface
C. high air pressure inside holds it against the surface
D, the moisture makes it stick

39. You are able to rtsee your breathrrwhen it is cold outside because

A. it turns to snow
B. it warms the air and makes it visible
C. the oxygen condenses
D. water vapor frorn your mouth cools and forms droplets
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40. It is easier for jets to fly at higher altitudes than at lower alti-
tudes because

A. they run into fewer rnolecules in the air
B. there is rnore oxygen for fuel at high altitudes
C. there are no winds at high attitudes
D. they are almost weightless at high altitudes

4L. Anything which flows is called a

A. gas
B. liguid
C. fluid
D. solid

42. Blowing more molecules of air into a balloon will

A. increase the pressure in the balloon
B. decrease the weight
C. lower the temperature
D. decrease the density

43. rf our air had half as much oxygen as it now does, forest fires
would be

A. less likely to start
B. harder to control
C. hotter than the ones we have now
D. more likely to occur on high mountains

44. The gas which causes objects to rust is

A. nitrogen
B. carbon dioxide
C. heliurn
D. oxygen
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45. You would become short of breath rnore easily running on a moun-
tain top than running at sea level because

A. it is colder on the rnountain top
B. you would be breathing in too much nitrogen
C. there is more carbon dioxide on the rnountain top
D. there is less oxygen at higher altitudes

45. 'Which of the following can be most easily cornpressed?

A. Soil
B. Water
C. Nitrogen gas
D. Tar

47. The I'hissing,t sound that is made when a can of vacuum-packed
coffee is opened is caused by

A. air escaping
B. air rushing in
C. pressure decreasing
D. air in the can contracting

48. A helium filled balloon will rise into the air because heavier air
pushes it up. The balloon will stop rising when it

A. reaches the top of the atmosphere
B. gets as large as it can get
C. becomes too cold to rise higher
D. becomes the same weight as air around it

49. If an inflated football were left in a room where the air was
gradually being removed, the

A. weight of the football would increase
B. pressure inside the football would increase
C. weight and pressure inside the footbatl would not change
D. size of the football would increase
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50. Any push or pull is called

A. density
B. force
C. weight
D. rrtas s

51. The earth pulls all things toward it. Because of this we say all
things on earth have

A. molecules
B. atoms
C. weight
D. magnetism

52. At sea level, the distance between gas molecules in the air is

A. about an inch
B. more than a mile
C. nearly eighty feet
D. less than the width of an eyelash

53, rf you put an airtight cap on a can in which you had just boiled
some water and set it aside in a cool p1ace, the can would

A. explode
B. be crushed
C. cool slower
D. cool faster

54. The air around the earth gets its heat from

A. the earthts surface
B. the sun
C. volcanoes
D. factory smoke and car exhausts
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55. Suppose you punched a small nail hole near the bottom, the middle
and near the top along the side of a tall tin can. If you covered
each hole with one of your fingers, fiIled the can with water,
then uncovered ali 3 holes at once, the water would go out the
bottorn hole

A. with most force
B. with Ieast force
C. with the same force as through the other holes
D. none of these

56. If you poured water over half a glassful of dry dirt you wou1d. see

A. bubbles of carbon dioxide
B. bubbles of water
C. bubbles of dirt
D. bubbles of air

57. '\4rhy is the gas argon used in rnany light bulbs ?

A. because it wonrt cornbine with most things
B. because it is very light
C. because it is cheaper than any other gas
D. because it is colorless

58. A gas which helps protect living things from too much ultra-
violet light from the sun is

A. heliurn
B. oxygen
C. ozofle
D. nitrogen

59. If you hold the tops of two sheets of notebook paper about 2
inches apart, then blow air between thern, they will

A. rnove farther apart
B. move closer to each other
C. try to fiy off
D. tear apart
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60. In salt water, a block of wood would float higher (more of the
wood out of the water) than in fresh water. This is because salt
water is

A. lighter than fresh water
B. warmer than fresh water
C. heavier than fresh water
D. colder than fresh water
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l.

APPENDIX II

EXPERTMENTAL TREATMENT- -RDX (C). Experimental Group

Your class will be one of the experimental groups. Please be,
and encourage your students to be, as creative as possible within
the restrictions of this experirnent and your own good judgrnent
about when the class is learning and when it is marking tirne.

A. Perhaps you will note these materials work best for a
teacher who is more of a wise counselor and orgar:r.izet,
than for one who is used to "telling. " Be encouraging to
students in the classroom eiperiments--remember they
do not all work perfectly, but when they do not--there is
a reason for it. Encourage students to learn from mis-
takes. Remember you are not expected to know all the
answers to the problems--you are only expected to be
a creative teacher who (because he or she is a teacher)
knows how to help learners learn! Donrt be afraidlo
say "I donrt knowr', but always follow up with, trl,etrs
see if there isnrt a way to find out !'l

Nothing is rnasked out of your lab, but the research booklets for
reading Ievels A-B and D-E have been rernoved. you have re-
ceived extra C research booklets. First survey the materials in
the Iab. Question yeurself about why thisaEEt was included and
why it is orgarrEd like it is. Bleq four parts thoroughly: (1)
Teacher's Handbook, (Zl Teacf,t Instructional Aid Booklet,
(3) Student Record Book, and (4) Key-Model Booklet. It will
not be necessary to read the content of each student Research
Booklet, however, you will probably want to be farniliar with each
of the experirnents in order to help students plan rnaterials, etc.
Review the rnaterials in the lab after reading the above--they will
now make rnore sense to you. Recite to yourself the names of
the parts--you rnust be familiar with the narnes of the parts in
order, later, to help your students becorne familiar with them.

Note the tirne allotrnent schedule on pages zl-zz of the TEACHERTS
HANDBOOK. These times are estirnated--you are not bound by
thern. You should follow this outline of presentation. will you
please write down, opposite the extimited printed tirnes for each
part, the approxirnate tirne it required your class to cornplete
the parts. I will need it for analysis.

z.

3.
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4.

A. The only variation we ask is that you do not encourage the
students to read other research booklet"ffii
level- -this is for "iterion questions are tagged. to certain reading levels and we
want to deterrnine if they are transmitted by pro"".ses otherthan reading.

Tell students they will ,be pretested and post tested--but that theresults of these tests will not be used to determine grade. Theywill be graded only on theiip=articipation and co-operation in theexperiment.
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EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT--RDX (A-C-E). Experirnental Group

t. Your class will be one of the experimental groups. Please be,
and encourage your students to be, as creative as possible within
the restrictions of this experirnent and your own good judgrnent
about when the class is learning and when it is marking time.

A. Perhaps you will note these materials work best for a teacher
who is more of a wise counselor and organizer, than for one
who is used to "telling.rr Be encouraging to students in the
classroom experiments--remember they do not all work per-
fectly, but when they do not--there is a reason for it. En-
courage students to learn from mistakes. Remember you
are not expected to know all the answers to the problems--

, you are only expected to be a creative teacher who (because
he or she is a teacher) knows how to help learners learn!
Donrt be afraid to say "I dontt know'r, but always follow up
with, rrl-etrs see if there isnrt a way to find out!tl

Z, Nothing is masked out of your lab, but the research booklets for
reading Ievels B and D have been removed. You have received
extra A and E research booklets. First survey the materials in
the lab. Orsj.o- yourself about wtry thisEh-at was included
and why iITs o"garrized like it is. Read four parts thoroughly:
(t) Teacherrs Handbook, (2) TeachElnstructional Aid Booklet,
(3) Student Record Book, and (4) Key-Model Booklet. It wiII
not be necessary to read the content of each Student Research
Booklet, however, you will probably want to be farniliar with each
of the experiments in order to help students plan materials, etc.
Review the materials in the Lab after reading the above--theywill
tt"ffi-"r.e more sense to you. Recite to yourself the names of the
parts--you must be farniliar with the names of the parts in order,
Iater, to help your students becorne familiar with them.

3. Note the time allotrnent schedule on pages ZI-ZZ of the TEACHERTS
HANDBOOK. These tirnes are estirnated--you are not bound by
thern. You should follow this outline of presentation. 'WiII you
please write down, opposite the estimated printed times for each
part, the approxirnate time it required your class to cornplete
the parts. I will need it for analysis.

A. The only variation we ask is that you do not encourage the
students to read other research booklets outside their reading
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criterion questions are tagged to
we want to determine if they are
other than reading.

certain reading leveIs and
transmitted by processes

4. TelI students they wilr- be pretested and post tested--but that theresults of these tests wilI not be used to d.etermine grade. Theywill be graded only on theiilarticipation and co-operation in theexperrment.
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EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT--RDX (A-E) Control Group

l. Your class will be one of the control groups. Please be, and en-
courage your students to be, as creative as possible within the re-
strictions of this experirnent and your own good judgment about
when the class is learning and when it is marking time.

A. Perhaps you will note these materials work best for a teacher
who is more of a wise counselor and organizet, than for one
who is used to "telling. " Be encouraging to students in the
classroom experiments--remember they do not all work per-
fectly, but when they do not-'there is a reason for it. En-
courage students to learn from mistakes. Rernember you are
not expected to know all the answers to the problems--you i

are only expected to be a creative teacher who (becau6e he or
she is a teacher) knows how to help learners learnl Donrt
be afraid to say'rI donrt knowrr, but always follow up with,
trl-etts see if there isnrt a way to find out!rl

B. You will be furnished with two lists of materials for experi-
rnentation. The first list is for common materials which stu-
dents can bring from horne, or which it is reasonable that
schools supply. It would be a good idea to get the list of
these things collected and stored in the room so you will not
be delayed because a student forgets to bring a promised
item. The second is one of the materials which SRA is fur-
nishing to your classroom. Please become familiar with
these and indicate on the sheet the information asked for in
regard to this supply.

Z. Nothing is rnasked out of your Iab. First sl+rre_y the materials in
the lab. Question yourself about why this "" that was included
andwhyit@.,izedtikeitis.ReadfourpartsthoroughIy:
(1) Teacher's Handbook, l?l Te""f,Et Instructional Aid Booklet
(3) Student Record Book, and (4) Key-Model Booklet. It will
not be necessary to read the content of each Student Research
Booklet, however, you will probably want to be familiar with each
of the experirnents in order to help students plan rnaterials, etc.
Review the materials in the Lab after reading the above--they
*iII r-* rnake more sense to you. Recite to yourself the names
of the parts--you must be familiar with the names of the parts in
order, later, to help your students become familiar with thern.
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Note the time allotrnent schedule on pages ZI-zz of the TEACHERTS
HANDBOOK. These times are estirnated--you are not bound by
thern. You should follow this outline of presentation. will you
please write down, opposite the estimated printed times for each
part, the approximate tirne it required your class to cornplete the
parts. I will need it for analysis.

The only variation we ask is that you do not encourage the
students to read other research bookletsffii.,
level--this is for experimental purposes. some of the c.ri-
terion questions are tagged to certain reading leve1s and we
want to deterrnine if they are transmitted by processes other
than reading.

Tell students they will be pretested and post tested--but that the
results on these tests will not be used to determine grade. They
will be graded only on their-farticipation and co-operation in the
experiment.

A.

4.
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EXPERTMENTAL TREATMENT - _RX(A_ E) Expgrimental Group

Your class will be one of the experimental groups. please be,and encourage your stud.ents to be, 
"" """"tive as possible withinthe restrictions of this experiment and your own good. judgment

about when the class is learning and when it is marking time.

A. Perhaps you will note these materials work best for a teacherwho is rrrore of a wise counselor and organizer, than for onewho is used to'r1sl1irt. rr Be encouragirig to students in theclassroom experiments--remembe" trruy do not all work per-fectly, but when they do not--there is a reason for it. En_courage students to learn from mistakes. Remember you

*nt. n."who (because he or steEGEf,E) knows how to help learn-ers1earn!Donttbeafraidtosayrr1frffil,but"1*"y"
fol,ow up with, 'Letrs see if there isnrt a way to find out!rl

B. You will be furnished with two lists of materials for experi_mentation. The first list is for common materials which
. students can bring from horne, or which it is reasonable thatschools supply. It would be a good idea to get this list ofrnaterials corlected and stored in the room so you wilr not bedelayed because a stud.ent forgets to bring a promised item.

The second list isone of the materials which SRA is furnish_ing to your classroom. please become familiar with theseand indicate on the sheet the information asked for in regardto this supply.

4.verylhing in your lab and other materials regarding any type ofclass discussion is rnasked. your class will do everything ex_cept discuss the reading materials or the experirnents. you willdo the experiments, but will not discuss, ,roi d.*onstrate them.

F1""t. "rtr"y. the materials in the lab. euestion yourself aboutwhy this or that was included and *rry itE@nirua rit";;;;.R.4 (except the masked parts) four parts tho-roughly: (l)Teacherts Harndbook, (Zl Teacherrs Instructional Aid Booklet,(3) Student Record Book, and (4) Key-Model Booklet. It will notbe necessary to read. the content of each student Research Book1et,however, you will probably want to be familiar with each of theexperiments in order to help students plan materials, etc.

z.
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in the Lab after reading the above--they will
to you. Recite to yourself the names of the
to help your students become familiar with

3. Note the tirne allotment schedule on pages zl-zzof the TEACHER'S
HANDBOOK. These tirnes are estimated--you are not bound by
thern. You should follow this outline of presentation (except
where masked). will you please write down, opposite the esti-
rnated printed tirnes fo, .aEl]a"t, the approximate time it re-
quired your class to cornplete the parts. I will need it for analy-
sis.

A. Ask students not to read other research booklets outside their
reading level--this is for u*
the criterion questions are tagged to certain reading levels
and we want to test for them.

TeIl the students they witl be pretested and post tested--but that
the results of these tests will not be used to determine grade.
They will be graded only on th6ir participation and co-operation
in the experiment.

4.
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EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT--RD (A-E) Experimental Group

I. Your class will be one of the experimental groupF. Please be,
and encourage your students to be, as creative as possible within
the restrictions of this experirnent and your own good judgment
about when the class is learning and when it is marking time.

Perhaps you will note these rnaterials work best for a
teacher who is rnore of a wise counselor and organizer,
than for one who is used to rrtelling. t' Remember, you
are not expected to know a1l the answers to the problems--
you are only expected to be a creative teacher who (be-
cause he or she is a teacher) knows how to help learners
Iearn! Donrt be afraid to say "I donrt knowrr, but plways
follow up with, 'rl,etts see if there isnrt a way to find out!rl

Your class will do none of the experiments, nor the discussion
about the experi-" sked in both your, and
the student material. You will do all the other parts, including
the discussion of the research booklets.

Get acquainted. First survey the materials in the lab.
Question yourself about why this or that was included and
why it is organized like it is. Read (except the masked
parts ) three parts thoroughty: ( I ) f eacher 's Handbook,
(Z) Teacherrs Instructional Aid Booklet and, (3) Student
Record Book, It will not be necessary to read the content
of each Student Research Booklet, however, you will
probably want to be farniliar with the responses to the
discussion questions in the TEACHER'S INSTRUCTIONAL
AID BOOKLET. Review the rnaterials in the Lab after
reading the above--th.y *ill now rnake rrrore sense to
you. Recite to yourself the names of the parts in order,
later, to help your students become familiar with them.

Note the tirne allotrnent schedule on pages ?I-ZZ of the TEACHERTS
HANDBOOK. These times are estimated--you are not bound by
thern. You should follow this outline of presentation (except
where rnasked). Will you please write down, opposite the esti-
rnated printed tirnes for each part, the approximate time it re-
quired your class to complete the parts. I will need it for analy-
s is.

A.

2.

A.

3.
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A. Ask students not to read other research booklets outside
their reading
ffion questions are tagged to certain read-
ing levels and we want to test for them.

B. Te1l the students they wiil be pretested and post tested
but that the results of these tests will not be used to
deterrnine grade. They will be graded only on their
participation and co-operation in the experiment.
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EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT--CRITERION TEST CONTROL
GROUP

I' Your class will be pretested and post tested when the other
groups are. However, you will not use any of the SRA science
rnaterials. Your part is that of control.

Z. You should carry on with your norrnal science class periods,
but please do not use any units which pertain to weather or the
atmosphere. Try to avoid reference and study about thern.

3. Your school will recbive a cornplimentary set of the materials
following the experirnent, and at that time you rnay use the
rnaterials as you see fit.
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To classroorn teachers :

The rnaterials listed below should be furnished by
the students or the school. Teachers should be
alert to the times when such items as electric
fans are needed so student volunteers can supply
thern for experiments. Many of the other things
can be stock piled in the roorrt.

ALcohol larnp
Blanket (for fire protection)
Bottles (rnilk and pop)
Cardboard (assorted sizes and shapes)
Cloth pieces (assorted colors and sizes)
Electric fan
Extension cord
GIass jars (pintsr eu&rts, larger, olive, all with lids)
Fire extinguisher
Flammer
Hot pan holders
Marking pencil
Medicine bottles (Z-3)
Pencils with erasers
Pie pans (loaned from horne)
Pins
Rulers ( l/Z d.oz. )

SaIt
Sand (bucket full)
Scis so rs
Slide projector (for light source)
Spools (thread)
Spoons
Stopwatch
Tape (cellophane and adhesive)
Therrnorneter
World globe
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APPENDIX III

Dear Teachers,

Thank you for your patience I I think we are ready at last. our

first step is to administer the criterion pretest. This is necessary

to establish our base. The next step is for each of you to use the 1ab

precisely according to instructions--each one of you has a vital part

to play if we are going to be able to a',alyze the philosophy on which

these materials are built. Rernember, the four areas are: (l) Multi_

level reading materials, (zl Directed discussion which encourages

inter-action among student reading Ievels, (3) Group and individual

investigations and (4) SeIf-evaluation. ('We have found the latter to be

so intrinsically woven into the other parts that it is impossible to puII

it out with this criterion test. perhaps we will do a special study on

it at another time. )

we were quite surprised to see the great variability in reading

level arnong the roorns--we had hoped they would be closer together.

Because of this fact we have had to match them as closely as possible

and the purely randorn assignment of experirnental parts hasnrt been

possible in all cases. please remember how important it is for you

to carry out your part according to directions. Each of you wiII get a

sheet of instructions for your part. sorne parts of the labs have been

masked and so have the teacherrs handbooks and teacherrs instructional
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guide book. These are sort of like an "AFTER CHRISTMAS GIFT--

Do NoT OPEN UNTIL FEBRUARY. r' when you have finished with

your part of the experirnent and your class has taken the criterion

post test, then you may take off the wraps and use whatever part you

wish. There will be a cornplirnentary lab for each participating

s chool.

Practicatly aII of the directions will have to be by correspon-

dence because it will be physically impossible for me to be in each

room every day--I will make one or two of your sessions, if it is at

aII possible. Please feel free to call me collect at 757 -l.4zL, Ext.

345 if. you need anything. I will do rny best to supply all the essentials,

but of course, there will be some things which you as a creative

teacher will have to develop, just as you would if you were not helping

in this experirnent.

AIl results will be published by TEACHTNG RESEARCH and r

will see that each school receives a copy. 'We are off to a good start--

your cooperation has been the very best--here's hoping we have a

good study under way !

Sinc e r ely,

Williarn H. (Bill) Fryback
Research Assistant

WHF:bl
Lz/ L6/ 63
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January 30, 1964

Dear Teachers:

You are certainly a great group of people. In spite of all the
delays, I was most irnpressed by your enthusiasm for this project.
That surely means that it will be carried through well !

I have picked up all the pretest papers except for two or three,
which I shall get next week. some of you have had quite an absence
problem and have wondered what to do. You will sirr,ply have to go on
with the materials and work the absentees into it as well as possible
when they return to school. Test them before letting them work with
the rnaterials. Put the test
eEeiope ara mait it to rne at o. C. E. If you have a student who is
absent more than a total of one week, during the tin.e your cffi

fact on your class list opposite
his name.

I know sorrre of you will have misgivings about having to teach
the part of the experiment which you drew. First, let me assure you
that you were assigned to a particular part by random choice, after
your class was matched in a group of five. There was ne reason why
your class was assigned a particular part, except by random choice.

Sorne of you may feel you are penalizing your students by not
discussing the material with them, or having thern experirnent, or
whatever your part happens to be. Please rernind yourself that you
are helping in a rather short-terrn experirnent. Follow the directions
in the letter which was taped to the SRA Laboratory Box. If anyone
of you is in doubt about what part you are to do, please call me.

Remernber, you will have an opportunity to re-do any part
which you rnissed. Please te1l your students that they are playing a
part in the experiment. r arn sure it will please them, and make thern
perform better.

Our post lest should come about the first week in March. you
should all set that week up as a target date. Those of you who are
doing all parts should try to rnove right along. You should probably
figure on a science period each day. After you get through the starter
activity, and the first r'big idea", things will go faster. It takes a
little while for the students to become accustomed to the material.
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Those who are not doing the discussing, or the experiments can
probably rnake it on a three or four day a week schedule. you will
know how fast you can go after just a tittle experrence.

Follow the schedule on page zr of the Teacherrs Handbook and
rnark down how rnuch tirne it actually took you to accomplish the step
described. Remember how important the results may be on the
break-through for multi-level reading materials in rnany areas of the
cur r iculurn.

Thanks for your good cooperation.

Sinc e r eIy,

William H. Fryback

WHF:la
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TEACHTNG RESEARCH-MONMOUTH, OREGON r/rZ/64

Dear Teachers,

It is a real satisfaction to see things going so well with you. It
looks as if most of you will make the finish sometime during the first
week of March. If sorne of you run over until the second week it will
be all right. Most of you are finding you speed up after getting
through the starter activities. Those of you who are reading all levelq
along with discussion and experiments, should not try to move too
fast, thereby slighting the materials. Please contact me if there are
any serious problerns.

A few general questions have come up for which I have some
answers.

1. O- 'What about students who obviously are not assigned the
right reading level--it is too high, or too low?

A- Impress on thern that this is an experiment and ask thern
to go along with us--even if the assignment is wrong.

Z. O- What can we do with the loose pages in the Student
Record Book ?

A- Some have tied strings through the holes to hold them in
the book.

3. O- What if sorne of the students do not have materials for
horne activities ? Such things as clay ?

A- Encourage thern to think of substitutes--Iike wet mud for
clay, etc.

4. O- How fast should we go?
A- Try to finish around the lst of March. You will find you

can pace yourselves after finishing the starter activity.

5, O- Where can we get ilPlurnberrs Friends" that are sanitary?
A- Use the little rubber suction darts in your experirnental

kits.

6. O- 'vl/hy didnrt you tell us when we placed a newspaper over
it and struck the end sticking over the end of the table,
that it would break? (The yardstick--the only one I had)

A- Mmrnrnrn Ahhhhh We1111>k>k>k>k !
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Thanks again for your good spirit and good works. I will get
all the testing rnaterials to you at the proper tirne. You will probably
not all test at exactly the sarne tirne.

If you have any holdover tests--please rnail thern to me in
Monrnouth.

Are you keeping:

1. A record of the amount of time you are spending?

Z. A record of students who miss rnore than 5 class
periods ? (Catch them up as much as possible--but
donrt worry about the impossible)

3, A list of suggestions about how to make the materials
more effective- -and general constructive criticisms ?

Sinc e r ely,

Williarn H. Fryback
Research Assistant
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March 19, 1964

Dear Teachers:

Arenrt you happy it is over at last. No one knows better than
I,, how inconvenient it is to be doing porr)eone elsets program. You
have been wonderfully cooperative--even to the crippling litt1e last
rninute requests like putting I. Q. scores on the class lists. I also
appreciate the suggestions and constructive criticisms which many of
you took the time to write.

I was pleased that many of you were able to get by without
having any absences for the testing. A11 but a few of you held out
the necessary testing materials to test those who were absent. I
will include, with this letter, the necessary rnaterials for those of
you who did not.

About L000lo of your absentees will be back right after Spring
Vacation--please try to catch them and have your school secretaries
send the results to rrre as soon as possible. SRA is working on the
scoring of the tests now. They will return the raw scores to me and
I will put them through the cornputer. I will have sorne tentative data
in June, but it will probably be August before it is cornplete. Each
school will receive a copy of the report when it is finished.

Thanks again for all of your help.

Sinc e r ely,

Williarn H. Fryback
Research Assistant

WHF:la
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APPENDIX IV

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Narne April 3, 1964

SchooI

Instructions:

PIease answer the following according to this code and according

to the way your class used the rnaterials.

AA (Agree)
AD (Agree somewhat)
N (NeutraI)
DA (Disagree somewhat)
DD (Disagree)

The SRA Learnings in Science Laboratory materials:

1. are attractive to students.

Z. are stirnulating to students.

3. hold the interest of students.

4, rneet the reading 1evel spread of rny class.

5. had too rnuch reading to it.

6. could be used independently by students.

7. have a strong student self-evaluation ernphasis.

8. caused sorne of rny slower learners to show an unusual
interest in science.

9, caused some of rny faster learners to show an unusual
interest in science.
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10. were hard for students to understand.

11. had a good balance between reading and experirnental in-
volvernent,

IZ. had too rnany experirnents.

13. took too rnuch teacher preparation tirne.

14. involved too rnuch class discussion.

15. had a student record book which helped reinforce learning
by causing the student to record.

16. had a student record book which involved too much writing
on the part of students"

I7. were easy for students to understand.

18" had satisfactory kits of materials for experirnents.

L9" should have had a separate kit of rnaterials for experiments
for each teacher"

20. were better for rny students than the science textbook rna-
terials which I have been using"

ZI. are a step in the right direction in the preparation of
cur riculurn rnaterials 

"

ZZ. are too cornplex for teachers to use"

23. call for too rnuch student participation.

24. are less satisfactory than other elernentary science
rnate rials.,

25. have a very helpful Teacherrs Handbook.

26. have a very helpful Teacherrs Instructional Aid Booklet"




